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ABSTRACT:

A microstrip antenna operating at the fundamental TM11 mode generates a

broadside radiation pattem. As the higher order modes are excited, boresight-nulled

patterns are formed and the beam peak direction moves toward the endfire, as the mode

order increases. The phase centre of the microstrip antenna, when it is excited at a single

mode, is located at the center of the patch. But, when two or more modes are excited, the

phase centre is no longer located at the center of the patch and phase loci may exist

instead of a single point.

In this thesis, the phase centre of multi-mode circular microstrip antennas is

studied. To guarantee exact niode excitations, stacked patch configurations ate

considered and three cases are investigated, stacked TM11 and TM21 modes, TM11 and

TMoz modes, and TM11, TM21 and TMoz modes. In each case, the investigation is carried

out for the phase centre, main beam tilt angle, radiation pattems and copolar and

crosspolarization in terms of diffêrent mode amplitude and phase excitations. All three

cases are treated both analytically and numerically. The case of special interest is when

the beam is at broadside, generated by multiple modes, and the phase centre moves a\ilay

from the patch center. This is equivalent to virtual antennas and has applications for

remote sensing, and wireless conímunications. Dependence of the phase centre location

on the mode excitation is investigated. Effects of the mode excitations on the radiation

pattems, especially the crosspo lanzationare also studied.
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(u) ør-dz=0(b) ar-d2"=+30'(c) üt-dz =*60o (d) ør-dz=+g0o 101
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Fig. 5.5 Phase patterns of Erut ø :0 plane for different positive values

of ao and lC,l = lCrl: Llcol:0.5, of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when it is located at the origin and all patches are fed along x-axis

(a) ør-dz:0(b) ø, -dz=+30'(c) dt-üz=+60o (d) ar-dz=1¡90o

Fig. 5.6 Magnitude patterns of E, at þ = 0 plane for different positive values

of ao and lC,l = lCrl = t, lCol = 0.5, ofthe anrenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when it is located at the origin and all patches are fed along x-axis

(a) a, - dz = -30" (b) o, .or: -60o (c) a, - dz : -90"

Fig. 5.7 Phase patterns of Erat þ:0 plane for different positive values

of ao and lC, | 
: lCrl = L lcol = 0.5, of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when it is located at the origin and all patches are fed arong x-axis

(a) ar - dz =-30'(b) dr Ldr= -60' @j or - dz = -90o

Fig. 5.8 Magnitude patterns of E, at þ = 0 plane for different negative values

of ao anA lC,l =lCrl= L lCol= 0.5, of the anrenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when it is located at the origin and all patches are fed along x-axis

(a) a, - &z = 60'(b) dt - dz =90o

Fig. 5.9 Phase patterns of Erat ø:0 plane for different negative values of

a, and lC,l = lCrl = l,lcol:0.5, of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when it is located at the orígin and all patches are fed arong x-axis

(a) a, - dz =60'(b) dr -&z: 90o
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Fig. 5.10 The locus of phase centre of the E, patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1,

when all patches are fed along x-axis (a)C1:1 10, C2:0.25 10, Co=0.3 Z0

(b) C1:1 lg}o,Cz:l1g, C6:0.5 l-g0o T07

Fig. 5.11 Effect of Co on phase centre location of Ee at ø = 0' plane for different

lczlcLlwith in-phase excitations over main beam, when all patches are fed

along x-axis while þo =I80", for the antenna: (a) shown in Fig. 5.1, e,:2.32

(b) has the same structure as Fig. 5.1 with er:I.15,(aa¡a11:6.8mm, atwz¡lZ.4Z,

a7¡y1s2:15.27mm)

Fig. 5.12 Effect of Co on main beam tilt angle for E, at ø = 0' plane for different

lczlcrl with in-phase excitations, when all patches are fed along x-axis while

óo = I80" , for the antenna: (a) shown in Fig. 5.1, e¡2.32

(b) has the same structure as Fig. 5.1 with e.:1.15,(aap111:6.8mm,

àr uz F I 2 . 42, a.¡ ¡¡s2: I 5 .27 mm)

Fig.5.l3 Phasecentrelocation of'Eu at ø=0 planeversus aofordifferent Co,

over main beam, for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches are

fed along x-axis (a) C2lC¡0.25, a, - dz : 0 (b) CyICL:O.S, dt - dz : +30o

(c) CzlCr:0 .75, a, - dz = +60' (d) C2|C¡T, dt - dz = *90'

Fig.5.l4Mainbeamtiltangle of Ee at ø= 0 planeversus aofor different Co,

over main beam, for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches are

fed along x-axis (a) C2iC1:0.25, a, - üz = 0 (b) C2lCt:0.5, dt - dz = +30'

(c) C2lC1:0.75, a, - dz =i00" 1A¡ Cz/CFl, dt - üz : *90o
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Fig. 5.15 Effect of lCs/C1l on the nhur" centre location of copolar radiation

pattem of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, over main beam for different

excitation amplitudes CzlCt, when cx,¡:c[,2:c[,s and Qo:13¡o

Fig. 5.16 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ:90' plane, of

the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches are fed along x-axis

(a)C2/C¡0.120, Co =0.0410, (b) C2/C¡0.210, C0 =0.0820

(c) C2/C¡0.35 10, Co : 0.1510 , (d) C2lC1:0.5 20, Co :0)110

Fig. 5.17 Normalized copolar andbrosspolar components at Ø :45" plane,

of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches are fed along x-axis

(a) C2lC¡0.210, Co =0.0710 (b) C2lCr:0.510, Co = 0.1810

(c) C2{C¡I 20, Co = 0.35510 (d) C2lC1:l .5 10, Co :0.5310

Fig. 5.18 Required Co versus C/;rto have minimum crosspolari zation at

þ = 45' plane over the range of - 45' < 0 3 +45', for the antenna

shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches are fed along x-axis, cr1:cr2:cr,s

Fig. 5.19 The geometry of stackeüpatches operating at TM11, TMzr and

TMoz modes over a finite ground plane aru^ = 5.588mm, aruzt = 9.4mm,

erM,z =13.07mm, ag,ound:l6mm, pf " =I.4mm, ëTt' =0 ,

pT" =5.83mm, øl!" :9, pl" =1mm, þTo' =0,

h, = h, =l.5mm, h, =3*), €, =2.32

Fig. 5.20 Scattering parameters of stacked patch antenna shown in Fig. 5.19

operating at TM11, TMzr and TMoz modes over a finite ground plane
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Fig.5.21 Magnitudepattern of E, at ø:0 planefortheantennashownin Fig.5.19,

when all patches are fed alông x-axis and located at the origin,

Cz/C¡9.25 Z0,CslCf0.2Z0 122

Fig.5.22 Phase pattern of E, at þ :0 plane for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19,

when all patches are fed along x-axis and located atthe origin,

CzlCr0.25l0,CslCF0.2Z0 122

Fig. 5.23 Phase pattern of E, at þ = 0 plane for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19,

when all patches are fed along x-axis (6 = O. Ilg.l., /o = 180" ) and

Cz/C¡9.25 10, ColCF}.z.l0 123

Fig. 5.24 Magnitude pattern of E, àt ø:0 plane for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19,

when all patches are fed along x-axis and located at the origin,

Cz/Cr0.75 ZÙ,CslCl,:}.l l0 123

Fig.5.25 Phase pattern of E, at þ = 0 plane for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19,

when all patches are fed along x-axis and located at the origin,

CzlCr0.75l0,CslCF0.l l0 124

Fig.5.26 Phasepattern of E, at ø= 0 planefortheantennashowninFig.5.lg,
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Chapter 1

Íntroduction

l..L Preface

Microstrip antennas have been receiving widespread attentions in communication

systems due to their attractive features of light weight, low cost, conformal profile, and

ease of fabrication. The concept of these antennas was first proposed by Deschamps [1]

in 1953 and patented in France in 1955 by Gutton and Baissinot [2]. The microstrip

antenna consists of a very thin metallic strip or patch placed on a small fraction of a

wavelength above a ground plu.r. ,o that the patch and the ground plane are separated by

a dielectric sheet. The radiating patch may have any geometrical shape like square,

rectangular, circular and elliptical [3]. They can also be used as a feed for the reflector

antennas in satellite or terrestrial applications. In this particular application, it is

important to know the phase ."no" of the feed and to have low crosspolarization. There

are a number of work dealing with the phase centre and polarization properties of

microstrip antenna, operating in the fundamental mode. This thesis investigates the phase

centre and polarization properties"of a circular microstrip patch antenna operating at the

fundamental and higher order modes and shows how they can be controlled.



1.2 Literature review

In some applications, like high-performance radio local area network

(HIPERLAI$ [4], global positioning systems (GPS) [5], radar and military applications,

boresight-nulled radiation patterns are desired. This feature can be provided by microstrip

patch anterulas operating at higher order modes. The peak direction of these pattems

moves toward the endfire by increasing the mode index number [6], which will be

explained in detail later. Moreover, in some particular applications like GPS, radar, and

military programs, it is important to know the phase centre location of the antenna.

Although there are *Tt papers dealing with the theoretical and experimental

aspects of higher order microstrip antennas, there are only a limited publications related

to their phase centre. In [7], a phased array antenna was developed using self scanning

elements, which could be N-stacked circular microstrip patch antennas, operating at the

TMnr modes. It was shown that, the element radiation pattern can be shaped and scanned.

This can reduce the grating lobe effects by setting a null of the element pattern at its

location and enhance the anay,gain, allowing the use of fewer elements than in

conventional phased array antennas. The concept also simplified the required beam

forming network due to the smaller number of elements.

Authors in [S] studied the input impedance of a circular microstrip antenna at the

fundamental and higher order modes, as well as the effects of feed probe and the ground

plane size, on the resonant frequency.

Microstrip patch antennas can be used as a feed for reflector antennas. They can
;

be either a single feed for a prime-focus reflector or an array feed for offset or dual

reflectors [9]. However, they suffer from narrow impedance bandwidth, asymmetrical



radiation pattern and high backlobe level, which have made them impractical for reflector

feeds in the past. In [0], the circular microstrip antennas were optimized to overcome

these problems. It was shown that, the backlobe level can be reduced by adding a L
4

choke to the side wall or the ground plane of the antenna, and the crosspolarization can

be reduced by controlling the ground plane size, which affects the symmetry of the

radiation pattern. The bandwidth can be improved by stacking technique or parasitic

coupling to adjacent patches. The effects of ground plane size, feed location, dielectric

permittivity of the substrate and substrate thickness on the radiation patterns and mode

excitation of circular microstrip arítennas were also studied in I I 1]. It was shown that, the

patch size and the feed position can control the mode excitation efficiency. As a rule, by

moving the feed toward the edge of a circular microstrip antenna, the efficiency of higher

order mode excitation is increased.

In [12], authors did investigations into defining an "effective point of radiation"

(EPR) for a rectangular microstrip antenna operating at the fundamental mode through

two methods: "phase-centre method" and "group-delay" method. However, no

investigation has been conducted on the phase centre of circular microstrip antennas,

when operating simultaneously ii multiple modes, including the TM11, TM21 and TMoz

modes.

This thesis investigates the phase centre and polarization properties of circular

microstrip antennas, excited at the fundamental mode and the next two higher order

modes in a stacked configuration. Ît i, shown that,by controlling the excitation amplitude

and phase of each mode, one can control the radiation pattem, phase centre location and

crosspolarization of the antenna. These have been done both analytically and



numerically. It is shown that, the peak radiation pattern and the phase centre location can

be conholled simultaneously. In particular, when the peak radiation pattern is at the

boresight angle, the phase centre location can be moved away from the antenna center.

This case can lead to the virtual antenna concept, and the antenna can be made to have

more than one phase centre by altering sequentially its excitation. That is, it becomes

equivalent to multiple antennas. This property can be used in many applications in remote

sensing and signal processing techniques.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is presented in seven chapters. Chapter one covers introduction and

literature review on the topic and describes its overall goals. Chapter two gives the

background theory on circular microstrip antennas, to show how they radiate at the

fundamental and higher order modes, through formulation of the problem. The definition

of phase centre is also reviewed in this chapter along with the proposed theory. The

radiation properties and the phase centre of a two-layer stacked circular microstrip

antenna operating at the TM11 and TM21 modes is addressed in chapter three, which are

treated both analytically based on the cavity model, and numerically by a Method of

Moment, MOM: using Ansoft Designer version 2. Tn this chapter, two cases are

considered in terms of the angle between the two excitation ports of the modes, when

both are along the X-axis and when placed 45 degrees away from each other. Chapter

four repeats the same procedure as chapter three for the fundamental TM¡ mode, and

TMoz mode, except due to the symmetry of TMoz mode, only one case is reported. A

three-layer stacked circular patch antenna operating at the first three modes is studied in



chapter five, in terms of the radiation patterns, main beam tilt angle, phase centre

location, copolarization and crosspolarization.It is shown that, by adding a proper ratio

of the TMoz mode, the crosspolanzatíonof this structure can be decreased. In chapter six,

practical techniques to feed the proposed antenna are introduced. Finally, the conclusion

and future work are given in chapter seven.



Chapter 2

Circular Microstrip Antenna Theory

2.1 Introduction
Microstrip antennas are well known because of their attractive features, like light

weight, low cost, capability of integrating with active circuits and ease of fabrication,

which makes them good candidates for wireless applications. On the other hand, they

have a few disadvantages, like narrow bandwidth, surface wave excitation, that need to

be overcome. Basically, a microstrip antenna consists of a patch etched on a grounded

dielectric substrate. The geometry of the patch can be any shape: rectangular, circular,

triangular etc, among them the circular microstrip antenna is studied in this thesis.

There are several methods to analyze a circular microstrip antenna, the cavity

model, mode matching with edge admittance, the generalized transmission-line model,

finite difference time domain (FDTD), and integral equation approach [3]. Here, the

cavity model has been used to formulate the problem, which is accurate for our studies.

As mentioned before, to verify the results, simulations have also been done using Ansoft

Designer package version 2, which employs the full wave analysis by using the Method

of Moment.

In this chapter, the basic background theory of circular microstrip patch antennas,

operating at the fundamental and higher order modes, is reviewed along with the

definition of the phase centre. The proposed theory is also introduced.



2.2 General principles of circular microstrip antenna

When the substrate thickness is much smaller than the wavelength, the normal

fields can be assumed constant in the cavity region, between the patch and the ground

plane, assuming the patch is parallel to the x-y plane. Therefore, the electric field within

the cavity has only the normal component and the magnetic f,reld has only transverse

components. For this structure, the electric current on the microstrip patch has no

component normal to the edge of the patch, implying a negligible tangential component

of the magnetic field along the edge(ôE ,l õn = O). Wittr these assumptions, the circular

patch antenna can be modeled as a cylindrical cavity bounded by electrical walls at its top

and bottom and magnetic wall all along the periphery [13]. Thus, only the transverse

magnetic or TMn* modes can be'excited in this type of antennas, and for small heights

the TE modes are non-propagating.

The circular microsfrip patch antennas can produce broadside radiation patterns

while operating at the fundamental mode (TMrr). They produce boresight-nulled

radiation pattems while working'at the higher order modes. The peak radiation moves

toward the endfire direction as "n", the mode index, increases, and they are capable of

covering a fairly wide angular range up to 70 degrees from the broadside [6].

2.2.1 Resonant frequency

The basic geometry of u .ir"ular microstrip patch antenna is shown in Fig. 2.1

including a thin metalized circular disk on a grounded dielectric substrate. By using the

cavity model [13] the fields within the dielectric region of the microstrip cavity, forthe

TMn* modes, can be determined by solving the wave equation. When there is no

excitation current, this equation can be expressed as:



Where e,. is the dielectric constant of the substrate, Ào is the free space wavelength, and k

is the propagation constant. The solution of equation2.l, in the cylindrical coordinates,

which must satisfy the magnetic wall boundary conditions is:

(o'* #)É:o t:út^fi/),,

E, = EoJ n(tcp)cosnp

Where l,(kp)arcthe Bessel functions of ordern

(2.r)

(2.2)

Fig 2.1 Configuration of a círcular microstrip patch antenna

Since the electric field has only the z-component and ô8, I ôz = 0 , the magnetic

components will be:

field



Ho: j u!: =- jn 
Eot^(kp)sinn6' opp oQ (Dpp

Hr=- i +=-JL go¡'^(kp)cosnþ' opop ap
(2.4)

Where the prime sign indicates differentiation with respect to the argument. The other

field components aÍe zero inside the cavity,

Eo:Eú=H"=0 (2.s)

The magnetic wall boundary condition requires that the tangential magnetic field at the

edge of the disk to be zero,

H r(p = a)= 0 Q.6)

Wherea is the radius of the circulár patch. Thus,

t',(tra): o Q.7)

Therefore, for each mode, a particular radius can be found associated with the zeros of

the derivative of the Bessel functions [14]. Thus, the resonant frequency of circular

microstrip antennas can be determined from the following equation:

t I'r^C, =-r nm 
2ra"",l e ,

(2.3)

(2.8)

Where ç',^is the *th zero oîl',(ka), C is the velocity of light in free space, and. a" is

the effective radius of the patch, taking into account the fringing effect.

The first seven order modes are listed in Table 2.I n ascending order of 7'n^ value. It

shows that the mode corresponding to n = m= I has the smallest radius, or resonant

frequenc¡ and is known as the do¡ninant mode.

9



Mode (n,m) 0rI 1r1 2rl 012 3r1 4rl l12

Root

f n^ oÍ kn^Ct 0 1.84118 3.0s424 3.83171 4.20119 5.317 5.331

Table 2. I Roots of J',(ko) = 0 for TMn^ modes for circular microstrip pa'tch I I 3J

As mentioned before, the effective radius of the disk is slightly larger than the physical

one, due to the fringing fields along the edge of the resonator. For the fundamental mode,

the following relationship gives aq erïor less than z.5yo for a / h>>l ll5l:

a" : alr* 'h (m! *rnze)l''' (z.s)| *",\ 2h - 
)J

Based on [16], the fringing effects should be modified for higher order modes by taking

into account the mode variables, n and m, to obtain a better accuracy. Therefore,

equation 2.9 should be modified as below for all modes [16],

o"=olr.#(^ffi0'+trr26)f erc)Ln
where,

I n.n> l)a=1 ' ^1, forallvaluesofmwhen þ=* (Z.lL)
ll,n = 0)'

All above equations are valid when the patch is etched over an infinite ground plane.

At a given frequency and identical dielectric constant, the radius of a disk antenna

becomes larger at higher order modes, because the corresponding eigenvalues increase as

shown in table 2.1.

10



2.2.2 Radiation Pattern

The radiation patterns of fhe circular disþ in the upper half space, are derived

using the image theory and replacing the infinite ground plane by doubling the equivalent

magnetic current [1a]. The antenna is located at the center of the coordinates. As one can

expect, displacing the antenna from the origin of the coordinates produces a phase term,

playing a prominent role, in our studies due to its impact on the phase centre of the

antenna. Based on this fact, we have considered the general case, when the center of the

circular disk is placed at Qo,þ0,0), as shown inFíg.2.2.

0.
t.--+ ft.o

t
I

v"

Feed location

Fig. 2.2 The geometry of a circular disk antenna when its center is located at (rr,þ0,0)

ll



The far fields corresponding to the TM,u,, modes are given as,

F - - ;, 
Vna,ko 

"-ih' 
"ihæ,'ecos(ö-éùlJ n_r(koasnl)- J,*r(koasind)]cosn( ø - ø^) (2.12)t2r-

D - :nVnanko e-iq'-"iko,""inecos(ú-éo)f¡,_r(koasin0)+ 
J,*r(koasind)]cosgs nr(þ _ú.) (2.I3)"ë-J 2 ;

Where Vn:hEnJn(l',^) and is known as the edge voltage at þ:0, a is the physical

radius of the patch and þ^* is the angular location of the feed, fro is the free space

propagation constant and (ro,þo) is the coordinates of the antenna center. The term

eikorosnecos(ö-lo) s¡¿nds for the far field phase of the antenna and depends on the location of

the antenna as we expected. In order to simplify equations 2.12 and 2.13, the mode

constant factor, C 
^, 

may be defined as,

/1 -VrankoC, = -!;-e- , Cn :lc,lZa, (2.r4)

ln the above equations, the effect of dielectric substrate, h, on the phase

distribution has been neglected since it is very small with respect to wavelength for the

microstrip patch antennas. Otherwise, an additional phase term, sikoh"o'd, due to the z-

displacement, should be added to the equations 2.12 and2.I3.

Figure 2.3 shows the magnitudes of E6 and E4 for the dominant mode, and the

next two higher order modes, including TM21 and TMoz modes. As can be seen, the peak

radiation patterns are moved toward the endfire direction. These patterns have been

plotted for a single patch antenna with e,:1.15 and h:1.5mm over an infinite ground

plane, based on equations2.l2 and2.l3.

x Please note that the index "m"'in "$rn"is not the same as the one in the mode index
"nm". $,n just shows the angular location of the feed.
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Fig. 2.3 The magnitude of Esand E4of higher order mode circular microstrip antenna, €r=1.15

and h: I.5mm, J=1\GHz. (a) TM1¡ mode þ) TM21 mode (c) TMs2 mode
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2.2.3 Feed point location

Conventional microstrip patch antennas have a small bandwidth in each mode,

due to their resonant structures. It is, therefore, important to excite each mode properly, in

order to have a relatively pure mode, which depends on both disk size and location of the

feed [8]. In reality however all modes are excited, although only one mode is required. It

is possible to eliminate the effects of other modes by placing the feed at the optimum

location.

In [8], the input impedance of a circular microstrip patch antenna was studied for

the dominant and higher order modes: The input standing wave ratios of the antenna,

versus feed location, are shown in Fig. 2.4. The antenna was considered on a finite

ground plane, when the radius of the ground plane was 1.3 times that of the disk.

Fig. 2.4 Circular patch antenna input standing wave ratio (SWR) versus feed locøtion [8J

As a summary, Table 2.2 lists the best feed location for the first four modes of the

circular patch antenna based onFig.2.4.

...¡-..1ü5rqflñ
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Mode. Feed Location (p, /a)
TMrr 0.2s
TMzr 0.5
TM"' 0.6s
TlVt¿r 0.7

Table 2.2 Ratio offeed locatton to disk radius for some modes

From the above information, one can conclude that, the location of the probe feed moves

away from the patch center as the mode index, n , increases. Another study in [11] shows

the effect of feed location on the excitation efficiency of the TM11 and TM21 modes.

Figure 2.5 illustrates these effects on the fundamental and TM21 modes. As can be seen,

for the TMrr mode, moving the feed toward the edge of the patch increases the effects of

TM21 and TMoz modes, while for the TM21 mode the best feed location, in terms of

having minimum effects of other ry-rodes, is at p, = 0.75a lIll.

Among all TMn. modes, TMo'' modes have found special attention in applications where

circular symmetric patterns are needed, as they can generate omnidirectional patterns, in

azimuth, similar to a monopole. The TMor mode is the static mode. Thus, in this thesis,

we will study the properties of the TMoz mode, which will be shown to have a

pronounced effect on crosspolanzation. The excitation of the n = 0 modes needs a

central feeding probe, where the electric field is the strongest [17].
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The directivity is a measure of the directional properties of an antenna, compared

to that of an isotropic antenna [13], which has equal radiation intensity in all directions,

thus, its directivity is unity. The directivity is def,rned as the ratio of the maximum power

density in the main beam direction to the average radiated power density.

Mathematically, it is given by [13],

2.2.4 Directivity

)v"(s, 
u ; - n, n,)1,;=,,,*

^lu,t' 
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Where 4o =120r , E, and E, hute been expressed in equations 2.12 and,2.l3 and, p, is

the radiated power, which can be obtained by equation 2.16 for a microstrip antenna over

an infinite ground plane [13]:

,,=+'{"'i Qu,l' *ln,l'),, sinmØþ (2.16)

Table 2.3 gives the directivity of the circular patch antenna, for some modes, in terms of

different relative dielectric constants, at the frequency of lOGHz over an infinite ground

plane.

Mode er:2.2 e.:1.25 er:1.21 e. :1.15
TMt' 6.827 7.964 8.039 8.1s8
TMzr 5.095 s.49 5.535 5.ó5
TM:r 6.18 5.369 5.437 5.534

Table 2.3 Directivity of circular patch antenna over infinite ground plane,

h =I.5mm andf:1g6Ur.

As listed in Table 2.3,thedirectivity increases by decreasing dielectric constant for all

modes, while for a given e., the fundamental mode has the highest directivity.

2.3 Phase Centre

Based on IEEE standard !45-lgg3,the term of "phase Centre" is defined as "the

location of a point associated witþ an antenna such that, if it is taken as the center of a

sphere whose radius extends into the far-field, the phase of a given field component over

the surface of the radiation sphere is essentially constant, at least over that portion of the

surface where the radiation is significant" [18].
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In this thesis, we have studied the phase centre of circular microstrip patch

antennas, operating at its dominant mode and higher order modes. As mentioned earlier,

such an antenna generates a broadside radiation pattern when operating at its fundamental

mode, while it has a null at broadside when it operates at the higher order modes. For

each mode, we determine the phase centre of the antenna at a given plane around its main

beam, unless otherwise specified.

If a circular microstrip patch antenna operates at a single mode, whether the

dominant or a higher order mode, its phase centre will coincident with the physical center

of the antenna. However, if t" /o or more modes are excited, the phase centre location may

change and the entire antenna may not have a unique phase centre. Instead there may be a

locus of the phase centre.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the magnitude and phase of the copolar pattems in the

E-plane, for the dominant mode of the disk antenna, when it is located at the coordinate

origin, over an infinite ground plane, with e.:1.15 and h =l.Smm, at F10GHz. As can

be seen, the phase of E-plane Oun.*, is constant over all observation angles, which

means the antenna phase centre is at its physical center.

18
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Fig. 2.7 Phase of E-plane pattern at þ:0 planeþr TM11 mode when the antenna is located at the

coordinate origin, data same as Fig. 2.6.

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the maþitude and phase of the E-plane pattern for the TM21

mode of a disk antenna, located at the coordinate origin, having the same parameters as

Fig. 2.6. This mode produces a boresight-nulled radiation pattern and the phase around

each beam is constant leading again to a phase centre at the physical center of the

antenna. This conclusion may be În conflict with the IEEE definition, because there is a
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jump in the phase value at the origin. But as mentioned in the IEEE definition, this

depends which beam is considered, the right or the left beam, the phase around that beam

is constant.
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Fig. 2.8 Magnitude of E-plane pattern at þ:0 plønefor TM21mode, døta sdme as Fig. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.9 Phase of E-plane pattern at þ:0 planefor TM2¡ mode when the antenna is located at the

coordinate origin, data same as Fig. 2.6.
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Based on equations 2.12 andZ.l3, the far field phase is mainly described by the

following term,

Õ = frot sin a cos(¿- ø) = ," hri' a 
"or(¿-¿o 

) (2.r7)

Thus, when we have two or more modes, it should be possible to obtain a constant phase

distribution around the main beam, by changing the location of the antenna to the

?r,þ), assuming the anterma has been placed on the x-y plane. Thus, the coordinates of

the center of the antenna will be given by ro and þe, as in Fi5.2.2.

2.4 Proposed study

By employing a multilayer structure and using probe feeds, we have investigated

the phase centre location, the tilted main beam and the copolarization and

crosspolari zation properties of the circular microstrip patch antenna for the following

three cases:

i. A two-layer circular microstrip patch antenna operating at the TMrr and TMzr

modes (TMrr on top layer , TM21 on middle layer, and ground plane in the

bottom layer)

ii. A two-layer circular microstrip patch antenna operating at the TM11 and TMoz

modes (TMrr on top layer, TMoz on middle layer, and ground plane in the

bottom layer)

iii. A three-layer circular rrrårort ip patch antenna operating at the TMrr, TM21 and

TMoz modes (TMrr on top layer , TMzr on middle layer, TMoz on middle layer,

and ground plane in the bottom layer)
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As each patch has been excited through an individual probe feed, one can change the

magnitude and phase of each port, in order to control the main beam direction and phase,

thus the phase centre location of the antenna. Adding the TMe2 mode, which has an

omnidirectional pattem in the azimuth, to the TM¡1 and TM21 modes, provides an option

to reduce the crosspo lanzationof the antenna as well. To clarify this idea, surface current

distributions for a disk antenna are shown in Fig. 2.10lT9), for mode indices from zero to

three. Since n = 0 case has a circular symmetry, by adding a proper amount of this mode

to the TMrr and TM21 modes, one may make the direction of current distribution

constant, resulting in a lower crosspolarization.

r-2q-D
'n=0

> t-".:- /g--+
n.3

-ù- 
Currenl in Top Plote

---).- Mognetic Ficld. ,

. x El€ctr¡c F¡eld

Fig. 2.10 Fields and surface current distributions for various modes ( n:0,1,2,3, m: I) [ I9J

n=l

{-2O-}
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2.5 Summary

In this chapter, a brief background theory on the circular microstrip patch antenna

was introduced for both fundamental and higher order modes, including the radiation

properties, resonant frequency, feed location and directivity. Then, the antenna phase

centre was defined based on the IEEE standard definition, and it was extended for the

applications in microstrip antennas. Finally, the proposed concept was explained, in

which by varying the excitation amplitude and phase of each mode, one could control the

phase centre location, main beam tilt angle and the crosspolarizationproperties.
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Chapter 3

Stacked Patch Circular Microstrip Antenna

operating at TM11 and TMzr modes

3.l lntroduction

In this chapter, a two-layer circular microstrip patch antenna is studied, when the

lower patch generates the TM21 mode, which has a boresight-nulled radiation pattern, and

the upper patch produces the TM11 mode which has a broadside radiation pattern. This

structure is first treated analyticalþ to better understand the problem in which the ground

plane of the antenna is assumed to be infinite in size and the mutual coupling between the

two ports is neglected for simplicity. The analysis is based on the cavity model. In order

to verify the results, the sarne structure with a finite ground plane has been simulated by

Ansoft Designer version 2, which uses a Method of Moment. Two cases are presented in

this chapter, when both patches are fed along the x-axis or placed 45o apart from each

other. For each case, the phase centre location, main beam tilt angle and crosspolarization

properties are studied in terms of the amplitude ratio and phase difference between the

two modes. It will be shown thut, th" phase centre location is perpendicular to the

antenna polarization direction, when two patches are placed 45o apart.
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3.2 Case I, both patches are fed along X-axis

3.2.1 Analytical model

3.2.1.1 Radiation amplitude and phase patterns

In this section, we develop a Matlab program to calculate the far field radiation

patterns based on the cavity model which was formulated in chapter 2. Thus, the entire

antenna is over an infinite ground plane and the mutual coupling between its two ports

has been neglected. If they are fed through coaxial probes, these probes may shift the

excitation phase. Therefore, the probe effects have been neglected as well to simplify the

problem. However, in the numerical simulations, conducted later, these effects are

automatically included. Both patches are fed along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 3.1.

TM., probe fced

(ir'",#")

xtt .

TM,, probe feed

(ry",ør")

Fig. 3.1 (a) Top view þ) cross-section view of a stacked patch microstrip antenna operating at
TM¡1 and TM2¡ modes over an infinite ground plane, when both patches arefed along x-direction

s, =1.15, h,, = hz =l.5mm, erutt = 6.8mm,arMzt =12.42mm, f=l\GHz.

The antenna was designed to resonate at 10GHz. The patch sizes were determined

using equations 2.8 to 2.11, where the eigenvalues for the TMl¡ and TMzr modes are

1.841 and 3.054, respectively. Both layers have the same thickness of 1.5mm, and

(b)(a)

'ltvltl

Inlinite Ground Plane
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er:l.15. As discussed in section 2.2.2, due to the small dielectric thickness of each patch,

the effect of h1 and h2 on the phase distribution can be ignored. Thus, for the TMrr and

TMzr modes, using equations 2.12,2.13 and2.I4, the far field in spherical coordinates,

with the coordinates of the patch centers at (r", Ø0,0) according to Fig. 2.2, can be

expressed as,

TM¡ Mode (þ^ =0):

E, : - i C, t 
"' 

o*"'n e æs(ø-øò 
l¡ o(k oa, sin 0) - J r@ o 

o,sin 
')]cos 

/ (3.1)

- ik"r
D¿V

E, = jC," ; ",o'.'n0ûdø-óo)lJo(koarsin0)+ 
Jr(koarsiná)]cosdsin/ (3.2)

TMzr Mode (ú^ :0):

¿- iksr
E, -- +Cr" 

"iko'."inpæs(þ-ëò[J 
r&oorsiná)- J r@oor sin1)]coszþ (3.3)

r

¿-iksr
Eø = -cr" ; "too""n0æs(ú-þòlJr@rorsiná)+ 

Jt@oorsiná)]cosd sin2þ (3.4)

Where a, and a2 are the radii of the patches for the TM11 and TM21 modes, respectively,

and (ro ,ór,0) are the coordinates of the antenna center (two patches are concentric).

The combined far fields are:

E, : - i c,e¡kor" sin 0 cos(þ-þ,, 

{lr, 
{r, ) -"l r(u,)] cos / . i 

?fl,(u r\ - ¡ r@ r¡1*, z/|f fz s>

Er:ic,eiko'.'"""',,-^,{[to(u,)+tr(r;,)]sin/.i?lt,(ur)+tr(rr)lr^rø]"org{11.e¡
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where {u' 
= koa'siná } una 9z is the excitarion

lur: koarsin9) Cl
(TMzr to TMrr) and it is a

complex number in general, C, :lC,llarandc, =lcrlZar.

h 0:0 plane, the E6 pattem is the contribution of both TM1¡ and TM21 modes, while the

E4 is zero. Therefore, we have considered the E6 for this case. Now, by changing the

.c"
excitation ratio 4 (both magnitude and phase) we can change the main beam direction

cl

and phase centre location. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the magnitude and phase of the E6 at

Q:0 plane, respectively, when the excitation ratio is in-phase,i.e. d, - &z = 0, and the

antenna is located at the coordinate origin. It illustrates that, by increasing the absolute

value of the excitation ratio, the peak radiation direction moves toward the main beam

direction of the pure TM21 mode and the phase pattern becomes that of the pure TMzl. It

also shows that for the in-phase excitations, phase patterns for non-zero excitation ratios

are no longer constant, which imply that, the location of the antenna phase centre has

been changed. In order to have a'constant phase distribution around the main beam, we

must add a negative-slope phase term to the initial phase pattern.

ratio
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Fig. 3.2 Magnitude patterns of E6for combined TMtt and. TM2¡ modes at þ:0 planefor dffirent
in-phase, dr= d2 , amplitude ratios for the antenna shown in Fig. 3 . I , when it is located at the

origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.
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Fig. 3 .3 Phase patterns of E s at þ:0 plane for dffirent in-phase amplitude ratios for the antenna
shown in Fig. 3. I , when it is located at the origin and both patches are fed along x-axis.
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Now, let us consider the out of phase excitations,lor-orl.90', of these two

modes by assuming that cx,1 and d.2àra the excitation phase for TM11 and TMzr modes,

respectively. As shown in Fig. 3.2, for non-zero and in-phase excitations, there is a

symmetric radiation pattern with two peaks, one at 0:0 side and the other at $:180" side

(in the above figures, they have been illustrated by positive 0 and negative 0,

respectively). The out of phase excitation makes the radiation pattern to have only one

peak, which depends on the sign of the phase difference in such a way that for positive

dt - dz, the main beam moves to positive d, or $:0 side, and for negativa dt - a* the

main beam moves to negative d, or Q:l80o side.

Figures 3.4to 3.7 show the magnitude andphase of the E-planepatterns at Q:0 plane,

when the two modes have an out of phase excitation, but equal amplitude, while the

antennas are located at the coordinate origin. It is important to note that a quadrature

phase difference, lor-orl=90o, makes the far field phase pattern flat over the entire

observation angle range, which irt tum pushes the phase centre location to the center of

the antenna. The reason is that, a 90o phase shift neutralizes the effect of j coefficient for

the TMrr mode, as shown in equations 3.1 and 3.2. More details on phase centre location

and the main beam tilt angle will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 3.4 Magnitude patterns of E, for combined TM1¡ and. TM21 modes at þ = 0 planefor

dffirent negative values of u, phase excitations, dt = 0 and,lC,l = lCr l 
: I for the antenna

shown in Fig. 3. I , when it is located at the origin and both patches are fed along x-axis.
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Fig. j.5 Phase patterns of E t at þ : 0 plane for different negative values of a, phase

excitations, dt=0 andlCrl=lCrl =IfortheantennashowninFig.3.l,whenitislocatedat
the origín and both patches arefed ølong x-axis.
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Fig. 3.6 Magnitude patterns of E, for combined TMrr and TM2¡ modes at þ :0 planefor

dffirent positive values of a, phase excitation, dt = 0 ana lCrl =lCrl: I for the antenna

shoYn in Fig. 3. I , when it ts located at the origin and both patches are fed along x-axis.
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Fig. 3.7 Phase patterns of Euat þ : 0 planefor dffirent positive values of a, phase

excitations, dt = 0 ana lcrl=lCrl,=l for the antenna shown in Fíg. 3.1, when it is located at

the origin and both patches are fed along x-axis.
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3.2.1.2 Phase centre location and main beam tilt angle

As shown in the preceding section, by adding the TM21 mode to the dominant

mode, which has a constant phase pattern, the far-field phase pattems change over the

angles of the main beam axis, and are not constant, except with a quadrature phase

excitation. This means, the signals are not emanating from the center of the antenna or, in

other words, the antenna phase centre has moved. In order to find the new phase centre

location, one may displace the antenna from the coordinate origin, so that a new phase

term can be inhoduced to the antenna function, which will be dependent on the

displacement. Enforcing the constant phase values over the main beam will allow

determination of the displacement coordinates, (ro,Øo). for all non-zero amplitude

excitations and phase differences less than 90 degrees, the slope of the phase pattems are

positive versus the angle off axis d, implying that one should add negative slope to the

phase pattem to obtain u .onrtunt phase. As discussed earlier, the term eikorosiÌecos(þ-úo)

accounts for the phase shift due to the displacement, which depends on the location of the

antenna (ro,þo). not a given þ0, there is a unique ro thatcan make the phase distribution

constant. Therefore, there will be a locus for the phase centre of the antenna instead of a

single point. This is because of the fact that the slope of the additive phase due to the

antenna displacement is basically governed by the term ,"Lo*"G-oo), which needs to be

constant with opposite sign of the initial phase pattern's slope over the range of interest.

2nLcos(þ -ëò =-constqnt = lcos(þ - ú) : -K (3.7)
)"0 l"o
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Thus, for a given þ ,tLLe locus of the phase centre, in the cylindrical coordinates, will be a

Iine perpendicular to the / -direction in the x-y plane, passing through the point

(ro,þo=4+n).

As an example, let us consider the case with in-phase, &t = dz, and equal

amplitude excitation. The phase centre of the E, pattem of the antenna is located on the

solid line shown in Fig. 3.8 while it is passing though the point Qo = 0.2U",þo = n) .

Fig. 3.B The locus of phase centre of the E-plane patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 3. I , for
equal amplitude and in-phase exóitation dt : dz, when both patches arefed along x-axis.

In this section, the results for phase centre location of the E-plane patterns are

presented. The effects of amplitude excitation ratio on the phase centre location and main

beam tilt angle are shown in Fifr. 3.9 and 3.10, respectively, for different excitation

phases. As can be seen, for all excitation phases, except dt - dz = *90o that keeps the
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phase centre at the coordinate origin, the phase centre moves from the center. The

distance of the phase centre from origin increases until the mode amplitude ratio C2/C1 of

unity, beyond which it decreases. That is, the phase centre moves back to origin as the

amplitude of TMzr mode increases, and in the limit of pure TM2¡ mode, it returns to the

coordinate origin. The main beam tilt also moves toward the TMzr mode peak. It is

interesting to note that, for the in-phase excitation , dt = ar, withamplitude ratio C2/C1

up to unity, the main beam remains at the boresight angle, while the antenna phase centre

moves away from the antenna physical center leading to the virfual antenna concept.
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main beâm ült anglefor E, at þ :0o planefor dffirent excitation

phases of the antenna shown in Fig. 3.I, when both patches are fed along x-axis while

Óo =180" '

The effects of the excitation phase difference on the phase centre location and

main beam tilt angle were also studied, which are shown in Fig 3.11 and 3.I2,

respectively, for certain selected amplitude excitation ratios. They show that, the phase

centre converges to the center of the antenna for the quadrature phase difference,

lo, - orl = 90'. The main beam direction remains almost constant, over all excitation

phases, when the amplitude ratio exceeds two, C/Ct> 2, while the phase centre location

changes. This is due the fact that, at higher amplitude ratios, the TM2¡ mode has more

profound impact on the antenna function. For CzlCt< 1 and &t = d2, all main beams are

along the boresight, and the pealírardiation direction moves away from the boresight as

the excitation phases increase.
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Fig.3.ll Phasecentrelocationof E, at û:0 planeversus excitationphasesfordffirent

c"l
-!l , over main beam, for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.1, when both patches are fed along x-axts
C,l'

while þ, = l80o .

Fig.3.l2 Mainbeamtilt angleof E, at þ:0 planeversus excitationphasesforOr¡¡"r"rrl9l,
lc' l'

fortheantennashowninFig.3.l,whenbothpatches arefed alongx-axiswhile þo =180'.
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3.2.1.3 Polarization properties

The polarization of a radiated wave at a single frequency describes the shape and

orientation of the locus of the extremities of the electric field vector as a function of time

[9]. The polarization of a wave may be linear, circular or elliptical. In this thesis, we are

dealing with linearly polanzed wave. The field with linear polarization is described by

copolar and crosspolar components. Based on Ludwig's third definition [20], the copolar

and crosspolar components of the electric field of an x-polarizedwave are defined as:

ln,"(e,ø)= cosó Ee -sinþ Er)

\n - (e,ø) = sinú E e + cos þ a, J

If the electric field is aligned along the y-direction, we have:

Iu""(t,/) = sin þ E, + cosþ Erl
ln - (e,ø) = cos þ E, - sin þ E, J

(3 .8)

(3.e)

The antenna under sfudy in this section, which is operating at the TM11 and TM21

modes, when both patches are fed along the x-direction, generates an x-polarized field. Its

copolar and crosspolar patterns can then be found using equation 3.8, where E, and E,

are already expressed by equations 3.5 and 3.6.

As shown in the previous section, the phase centre of E, at þ =0' plane is a line

as discussed before. Generally, microstrip antennas have asymmetric E- and H-plane

radiation patterns, which cause different phase centre locations at different / -planes. In

order to find a global phase centre, the copolar radiation pattern may be considered. To

clarify how the phase centre of copolar radiation pattern will be independent of $, an

example of equal amplitude ratio, C2lCl:l, and in-phase excitation, &t:&2 is considered
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for the antenna shown in Fig.3.l. The phase patterns of copolar radiation pattem, at

different $-planes, are shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, when the antenna is located at the

coordinate origin and at the point (ro:0.21)", Qo:180o), respectively. As shown in Fig.

3.14, tbe phase patterns are constant around the boresight angle for all Q-planes. This

means that, the point (ro:0.21I, Qo:l80o) is a global phase centre.

The effect of amplitude excitation ratio on the phase centre location of the copolar

radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 3.15, when the antenna works at the TM11 and TM21

modes and both patches are fed along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 3.1. These phase

centre locations are found to be global for any excitation phase and amplitude ratio less

than unity, at all Q-planes. For excitation amplitude ratios more than unity, there will be

multiple phase centres, since the peak radiation directions of the E- and H-plane patterns

will not be the same.

-2t, ,, 0 ',: 20

,,0 (degreq),, 
,

Fig. 3 . I 3 Phase patterns of copolar radiation pattern at dffirent fplanes, when
Cz/CFI and a1:a2for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.1, when it is located at the origin and both

patches are fed along x-axis.
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Fig. 3.14 Phase patterns of copolar radiation pattern at dffirent þplanes, when
C2/C¡I and a1:a2for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.1, when both patches arefed along x-axis

and the antenna ís located at (r":0.212, þ,:180').
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Fig. 3.15 Effect 
"f l+l on phase centre of copolar radiation pattern of the antenna shown in

lu' I

Fíg. 3.1, when þo = 180o over main beam.
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The copolar and crosspolar patterns at different $-planes are as below:

As can be seen, at þ=0 plane, the crosspolanzation is zero sínce E, for both modes

vanishes on this plane. Figure:.tO shows the copolar and crosspolarpattern s at þ=90o

plane for different mode excitation ratios.

. Atø=oprane: 
{7;.'",,,;;!_'1,,i=,: o} (3 10)

(3.11). At ø= eo. prane, 
{7;"'"'i;. =?,',, __}

o At þ=45'plane:

[E*lø=*.= 
(ro, ú E, -sinþ Er)lr=o* 

I

lu,r",lø=or"= 
(ti"/ Eu + cosþ ør)lr=or. | 

(3'12)
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Fig. 3.16 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ =90o plane of the antenna
shown in Fig. 3.I, when both patches arefed along x_axis
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Crosspolarization at ø =90o plane is mainly due to E0 of the TM2¡ mode and it

increases with higher mode ratio, ãs illustrated at Fig. 3.16. At þ:45' plane, both TMrr

and TM2¡ modes contribute to the crosspolarization patterns, as shown in Fig. 3.17. The

normalized crosspolar to copolar levels versus excitation amplitude ratio, are plotted in

Fig.3.l8 and 3.19 at ó=90" and þ=45o planes, respectively. Theyshow that, atboth

planes, the crosspo lanzation i. íow., for small excitation amplitude ratios, since by
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increasing this ratio,

increases.

the effect of TM21 mode increases and crosspolarization level
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Fíg. 3.17 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ = 45o plane of the antenna shown
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3.2.2 Design Example

In order to verify the above analytical results, a two-layer antenna was simulated

by Ansoft Designer package version 2 which is based on a Method of Moment. The

geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 3.20. Since the radius of the patch increases

with the mode index number, the upper patch is chosen to operate at the TM11 mode, and

the middle patch at TMzl and the lower patch is a finite ground plane. One type substrate

was used for both layers, with a. =1.15. The dielectric thickness for both patches is

identical and is equal to l.5mm. The operating frequency is lOGHz. The finite ground

plane was considered, since it can be fabricated practically.

Finite ,Giound,Planê .:l
.T
{+t

Fig. 3.20 The geometry of stacked patch antenna operating at TMl¡ and TM21 modes over afinite
ground plane

arMLt =7.485mm, erMzt =I3.02mm, as,o,d =l5mm

Pl" = 2'I2mm, ÓT" = o

PT"' = 6mm' ÓT" = o

, h, - hr.:ljmm, Ê,:7.I5

Two individual probes were used to excite the antenna, one for the TM1¡ mode

and the another for TMzr mode. The feed location was optimized in order to excite each

TM21 Patch
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mode properly, based on the discussion in chapter 2, section 2.2.3, and to have a good

impedance match condition at 10GHz. The scattering parameters of the antenna are

shown in Fig. 3.21. As can be seen, the return losses for both ports are well below -10d8

at l0GHz, which provide good impedance match, while the coupling between the two

ports, is about -24d8 at the frequency of operation.

,0

-5

.10

,15

-2n

-25

-3t

-35

-40

-45

-50
'9.8 10 '10'.2,, 10.4 10.6, 1t.8
Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 3.21 Scattering parameters of stacked patch antenna in Fig. 3.20 operating at TM11 and
TM2l modes over afinite ground plane.

As is known, a probe feed has a reactance and adds phase shift to the input signal.

In the present simulations ,u.h phur. shifu will be automatically included in the results

and will alter the required phase shift between the two modes, in investigation of the

phase centre locations. In order to compare the current simulation results with previous

ÉtE

9.4 9.6
.i

9.2
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analytical ones, in equation 3.5, we must determine the relationship between the mode

constants, C n, and V, , as well as the phase shift values for each probe.

Based on equation 2.14, V, =k, thus if C, : Cr:

v, - o, 
= L+ =10-t! = 1.6589 (3.13)V2 at I tt 1.841

The numerical simulator, Ansoft Designer version 2, can only excite the antenna in

currents. Therefore, the above voltages must be converted into currents. If there is a good

impedance match condition at each port, one can assume that the input impedance of

each port is 50 ohms. Therefore, there will be a linear relationship between voltage and

current based on the Ohms law, V = ZI . By this assumption, the amplitude of currents

for each mode will be llrrrrl=8'2.94mA, llrrrrl=50mA. Now, we have to choose the

proper phase for each mode to cancel the probe introduced phase shift. These values are

ZIrrrr=45o, ZIrrr, =-90'. They were chosen to make the analytical and numerical

phase distributions identical as shown in Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.26. This means, the

identical mode coefficients, C1:C2 and a, = dz, in the analytical approach correspond to

the following current excitations in numerical simulations, as shown in table 3.1:

rrrr, = 83mA145", Iírr, = 50mAl - 90o , Lþ = -135' (3.14)
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Excitation Ratio Amplitude Phase
ldesreesl

AnalYticat 19¡
I 0

Numerical ,*,
0.6024 -135"

Table 3.1 Relation between excitation ratios C2/C1 tn analytical method (Fig. 3.1) and current

excitation ratios 12/11 in numerical method (Fig. 3.20) for the stacked patch antenna operating at

TMll and TM2¡ modes, when both patches arefed along x-axis.

As we are interested in having antennas with broadside radiation pattems, with the phase

centre displacement from the origin, we present two cases, for excitation amplitude ratios

of 0.5 and 1. Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the magnitude and phase of the E, pattem of

the antenna when the antenna is located at the coordinate origin, withCz/Ct:1.020.

Figure 3.24 shows the phase paftern of the same antenna, after displacing the entire

antenna to the point Q":0.21,ú"=I80"). nig.rr", 3.25 to 3.27 compare the same

properties as above for C2lC¡ 0.5 /.0. This time, the phase centre moves to an

/,
intermediate point þ" :0.U.,þ^ = 180').

These results confirm that after åßptu"irrg the experimental antenna of Fig. 3.20 by a

distance of ro=0.U" inFig.3.24,and ro:0.1)" inFig.3.2T,thephasepatternsbecome

uniform. These indicate that the antenna phase centre has moved along the negative x-

direction by the excitation of the JMzr mode, exactly by the same distances as predicted

by the analytical method.
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Fig. 3.22 Magnitude pattern of E , a1 þ = 0 plane for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.20, when both

patches areþd along x-axis, antenna is located at the origin, (C, t C, =ll0).
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Fig. 3.23 Phase pattern of Eu at ø = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 3.20, when both

patches arefed along x-axis, antenna is located at the origin, (Cr l C, =l/0).
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Fig. 3.24 Phase pattern of Eu at þ :0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 3.20, when both

patches are fed along x-axis and the antennd center moved to þo = 0.2),,øo = 180o ) with

(c, tc, =llo).
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Fig. 3.25 Magnitude pattern of Eu at Ø :0 planefor the antennd shown in Fig. 3.20, when

both patches arefed along x-axis, antenna is located at the origin, (c, / c, = 0.510).
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Fig. 3.26 Phase pattern of E, at þ = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 3.20, when both

patches are fed along x-axis, antenna is located at the origin, (C, t C, = 0.510).
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Fig. 3.27 Phase pattern of E, at Q = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 3.20, when both

patches arefed along x-axis and antenna center moved to (ro = 0.12,ø0: 180') wth

(c, tcr:o5lo)'
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Figure 3.28 and 3.29 show the copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns at

þ:450 and þ = 900 planes, for the above two different amplitude ratios. As can be seen,

the crosspolarization at þ = 450 plane does not have a symmetric paffern. The reason is

that, due to. the finite size of the ground plane, the peaks of the E-plane and H-plane may

not be at the same directions, which lead to asymmetric crosspolarizations. By reducing

the ground plane size to less than 0.82 [10] (the antenna under study has a ground plane

with diameter ).) one may obtain symmetric copolar radiation patterns, which in turn will

give symmetric crosspolarization. This may be achieved by increasing the dielectric

constant of the substrate, which reduces the size of each patch and, thus, the ground plane

size can be reduced.

The normalized crosspolarization levels in the simulation results are slightly

lower than what was obtained from the analytical ones in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. This is due

to the fact that, the analytical repults of Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 were obtained when the

antennas had an infinite ground plane. The case with a higher dielectric constant, which

makes the crosspolar pattern symmetric, will be further discussed in chapter 5.
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(a)

Fig. 3.28 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the antenna shown in
Fig. 3.20, when both patches arefed along x-axÌs, (C, I C, :ll0) at

(a) þ:45' , (b) Ó =90"

Fig. 3.29 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the antenna shown in
Fig. 3.20, when both patehes arefed along x-axis, (C, I C, = 0.510) at

(o) þ=45",(b) d=90"

(b)

(b)(a)

-m 0. .n Æ 60
.o ldcgroó)
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3.3 Case II, patches fed 45 degrees apart

3.3.1 Analytical Model

3.3.1.1 Radiation amplitude and phase patterns

In this section, we sfudy the same antonna as in section3.2, except that the feeds

for the TM11 and TM21 patches are placed 45o away from each other, as shown in Fig.

3.30. The TM11 patch is fed at ø^:0 and the TM21 patch is fed at ø.=45o. Using

equations 2.12 and2.l3, the total far fields become:

E, = - i c,eikor" 
sil 0 cos(ó-ó,, 

{Þr 
{r, ) - l r(u,)] cos / - i 

?V,(u 
r) - ¡ r(u r)lr^ rø}+ (3. 1 5)

Er=ic,eiko'"''"'*'{ø-ø){[.r,(r,)* J,(u,\lsinþ-J|iV,fu,)+J,(u,)]corzø}*ref (3.16)

Fig. 3.30 (a)Top view þ) cross-section view of a stacked patch microstrip antenna operating at
TMtt and TM2¡ modes over an infinite ground plane, when the TMll and TM21 pøtches arefed at

þ^ = 0 and þ^ = 45o , respectively, s, = 1.15 ,.h, = hz =ljmm ,

orrr, = 6.8mm, ar*r, :12.42mm,f:\\GHz.

ln this case, E, at þ:0" plane is due to only the TM11 mode, which has a

constant phase pattern. The E, paffern, however is due to both TM11 and TM21 modes,

TM' probe feed

I wzt,ruzt\
\P¡ ,P. )

I'lutl

Infinite Ground Plane
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and is considered for studying the effect of both modes for this structure. Figures 3.31

and 3.32 show the magnitude and phase patterns of the E, at ó = 90" plane, respectively,

when the excitations are in-phase, dt = dz, and the antenna is located at the coordinate

origin. They illustrate that, by increasing the absolute value of the excitation ratio, the

amplitude and phase patterns move towards those of the TM21 mode. It also shows that

for the in-phase excitations, there is a null at the boresight, when CzICP>I.In addition,

the phase patterns for non-zero excitation ratios are not constant implying that, the phase

centre of the antenna has moved from the origin. In order to have a constant phase

distribution around the main beaå, we must add a phase term with a negative-slope to

compensate for the initial phase radiation.

.20 0 20

o tdegree)

ntg. Si.S I Magnitude patterns of Eø for combined TMrr and. TMzt modes at ø =90" planefor

dffirent amplitude ratios and in-phase excitations, dt = dz, for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.30,

when (ro = 0,þo = 0) and two patches arefed 45o apart'

BO6040
:40
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Fig. 3.32 Phasepatterns of E, at þ:90' planefor dffirent amplitude ratios andin-phase

excítations, Øt = dz,for the antenna shown in Fig. 3.30, when Qo = 0,Øo = 0)and two patches

arefed 45o apart.

Now, let us consider out of phase excitations,lo, - orl.g0', of these two modes

by assumi ng that ø, and a, are tfre excitation phases for TM11 and TM21 modes,

respectively. Again, out of phase excitation makes the radiation pattern to have only one

peak, which depends on the sign of the phase difference in such a way that for positive

dr - dz, the main beam moves to positive 0, or þ: 0 side, and for negative d, - d2t

the main beam moves to negative 0 , or þ: 180" side.

Figures 3.33 to 3.36 show the magnitudes and phases of the E, pattems at

Ó =90" plane, when the two modes have an out of phase excitation, but equal amplitude,

while the antenna is located at the coordinate origin.
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It is important to note that a quadrature phase difference, lor-orl:90o, makes

the far field phase pattern flat over the entire observation angle range, which in turn

pushes the phase centre location to the physical center of the antenna. The reason is that,

a 90o phase shift cancels the effect of j coefficient in the expression for the TMrr mode,

as shown in equations 3.16.

-20 ,0 20

,,0 {degree)

Fig. 3. j3 Magnitude patterns of E, at þ = 90" planefor dffirent negative values of a, phase

excitations, dt=0 analCrl=lCrl-l (Antennaslocatedattheoriginandtwopatchesarefed

45o apart as shown in Fíg. 3.30).
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Fig. 3.34 Phase patterns of E, at þ = 90" plane for dffirent negative values of a, phase

excitations, d t : 0 ana lC rl =lC rl = | (Antennas located at the origin and two patches are fed
45' apart as shown in Fig. 3.30).
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Fig. 3.3 5 Magnitude patterns of E r at þ : 90" plane for dffirent positive values of a, phase

excitations, üt = 0 ana lCrl:lCrl= | (Antennas located at the origin and two patches arefed

45o apart as shown in Fig. 3.30).
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Fig.3.36Phasepatternsof E, at þ=90" planefordffirentpositivevaluesof arphase

excitatíons, dt = 0 øna lCrl--lCrl: | (Antennas located at the origin and two patches arefed

45o øpart as shown in Fig. 3.30).

3.3.1.2 Phase centre location and main beam tilt angle

The locus of the E, pattem phase centre is a line passing through the point

þ0,ëo : n0") and perpendicular to þ :90' direction as illustrated in Fig. 3.37,based on

the discussion in section 3.2.1.2. '

-80 ,.60,, -4t ,-28, B, ,' 2O ',',40 ,,60: 80

o (degree)
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270

Fig. 3.37 The locus of the E, pattern phase centre at þ =90' plane of the antenna shown in Fig.

3.30,when $- =0, þ^r,r,=45o and 9=VO- r mTilrt _, rmruzt 
Cl

In this section, the results for phase centre location of the Eþ patterns are

presented. The effects of excitation amplitude ratio on the phase centre location and main

beam direction are shown in Figs. 3.38 and 3.39, respectively, for different excitation

phases. As can be seen, for all excitation phases except for 90o phase difference, that

keeps the phase centre at the coordinate origin, the phase centre moves from the center

until the excitation amplitude ratio becomes unity. Beyond that, it returns to the antenna

center, since in the limit we have only the TM2¡ mode, and the phase centre must be at

the coordinate origin. The main beam also moves to that of the TM21 mode. It is

interesting to note that, for the in-phase excitation, with amplitude ratios of up to unity,

the main beam remains at the boresight direction, while the antenna phase centre moves

away from the antenna center, leading to a virtual antenna concept.
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Fig. 3.38 Effect 
"f l-l on phase centre location of E, at þ
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The effects of the excitation phase difference on the phase centre location and

main beam direction were also studied and are shown in Figs. 3.40 and 3.41, respectively,

for different excitation amplitude ratios. They show that, the phase centre converges to

the antenna center for the quadrature phase difference, lor-orl=90o. The main beam

direction is almost constant, over all excitation phases, when the amplitude ratio, 9 a,'cl

, while the phase centre location changes, which are the interesting cases. For the

.C,
amplitude ratios -2 < I, all main beams originate from the boresight, and their tilt'C

increases with higher excitation phases.

Fig. 3.40 Phase centre location of E, at þ = 90' plane versus phase dffirence excitations

451 apart, while þ, = 270o
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Fig. 3.41 Main beam tilt of E, at ø:90o planeversus phase dffirence excitations

for dffirenr\l, of the antenna shown in Fig. 3.30, when two patches arefed 45o apart, while

' û' =270o '

3.3.1.3 Polarization properties

The antenna under study in this section operates at TM¡¡ and TM21 modes, when

patches are fed 45 degree away. It is an x-polarized antenna and the copolar and

crosspolar patterns can then be calculated, using equation 3.8, where E, and, E, arc

given in equations 3.15 and 3.16.

Similarl¡ as discussed inpection3.2.l.3, there is a global phase centre location,

when the copolar radiation pattern is considered. Figure 3.42 shows the effect of

amplitude excitation ratio on this phase centre location. This time, the phase centre is at

þo =2J0" '
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Fig. 3.42 Effect of ltll on phase centre of copolar radiation pattern of the antenna shown in" lc' I

Fig. 3.30, yhen þo = 270o over main beøm.

The expressions for the copolar and crosspolar patterns at different / -planes are given as

below:

ê(

-o

. Atø=0plane:

. Atø = 90o plane:

"jø
lr

ln"

lu,

'co I

:
'xpol

"o 
l,

xpol

Er lø=o I
= E, lruJ

. -8616__oo" I
= E,lø=ro.= 0J

o:l
:

'=0

oo

:
=90o

t_
lö=o-

u 16=,

lr=ro"

, 16=,

(3.t7)

(3.18)

o At ó=45"plane:

lE""lp=+r= þos/ E, -sinø Er)lr=*. I
Iu *, | þ=or. =('in / E u + cos þ E r)lr=*, ¡

(3.1e)

As can be seen, at ø = 90o plane, the crosspolarization is zero, since E, for both modes

vanishes on this plane. Figure 3.43 shows the copolar and crosspolar patterns at ø=0o

lcztcrl
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plane, for different mode excitation ratios. The crosspolarization, at ø =0o plane, is

mainly due to the E, component of the TM21 mode and it increases with higher mode

ratios.

l0

dB

0

-10

.n

¡o

{fl

-50

10

dB,

0

-t0

-n

.30

:

:40

: -50

Fig. 3.43 Normalized copolar and crosspolør components at þ = 0o plane of the antenna shown

in Fig. 3.30, when two patches arefed 45' apart

tu) + =0.52:0, þ) + =0.15t0, k) + =1t0, @) +:r.z5t0ct ct ct cl

At ø:45o plane, both TMu and TMzr modes contribute to the crosspolarization

pattems, as shown in Fig. 3.44.The normalized crosspolarizations versus the excitation

amplitude ratio are plotted in Figs. 3.45 and 3.46, at þ=0" and þ=45'planes,

(c)

19

dB,

q

:10

-m

.

-T

0 (drgrcû)

(d)
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respectively. They show that, at both planes, the crosspolanzation is lower for the small

excitation amplitude ratios, since by increasing this ratio, the contribution of the TM21

mode increases and the crosspolari zatíon level increases.

dB

c

-f0

-?0

.æ

.4)

-m :: :o.. o (d9srcgt

(c) (d)

Fig. 3.44 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ -- 45" plane of the antenna
shown in Fíg. 3.30, when two patches arefed 45o apart

,,7=0.5t0,*, 
?=0.75/0, 

o,?=rtt, @) 
?=1.25t0

I (Cccrie)
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3.3.2 Design Example

The geometry of the antenna is the same as Fig.3.20 except that, the feeds are 45

degree away from each other. The phase centre of the E, pattem for equal amplitude

- 0.2.2",Ø,:270') a¡d for !=O.ttg it is at,C,v"ratio, is located At

/\
(r, : 0.1X, ø" = 270o ), the same as the phase cenfre of the Eu pattems, when both

patches are fed along the x-axis, except þ" is different. Therefore, we don't repeat them

here. But we have a symmetric crosspolarization patterns at þ=45' plane as shown in

Figs. 3.47 and 3.48. As can be seen, the crosspolanzation level is almost the same as the

numerical results. The small difference is due to the f,rnite ground plane size, mutual

coupling between the two ports, and infinite size of dielectric substrate in the numerical

simulation.

Here, by placing the feeds 45 degree away from each other, the phase relationship

befween the two ports changes to llrn r = 60o , /Irrr, = -100o , based on the discussion

in section 3.2.2. It means, the idFntical mode coefficients, C1:C2 and a, = d2, in the

analytical approach correspond to the following current excitations in numerical

simulations, as shown in table 3.2:

rrrr, = 83mAl60' , rrfuzt = 50mA./. - 100o, Lþ = -160' (3.20)
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Excitation Ratio Amplitude Phase
ldesrees)

Analvtical t9zl" 'ct'
1 0

Numerical ,*,
0.6024 -1600

Tøble 3.2 Relatton betw'een excitation ratios C2/C¡ ín analytical method (Fig. 3.30) and current
excitation ratios 12/11 in numerical methodfor the stacked patch antenna operating at TM¡l and

TM2l modes, when tuvo patches arefed 45o apart.

Fig. j.47 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the stacked patch antenna
shown in Fíg. 3.20, when two patches arefed 45o away, (C, tCr:ll0) at

(o) ú=45",(b) Ó=0"

Fig. 3.48 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the stacked patch antenna
shown in Fig. 3.20,when two patches arefed 45o away, (C, / C, = 0.510) at

(a) Ó:45",(b) Ó=0"

1g

dB.
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10

dB,
0

:10
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter, the phase centre location, main beam tilt angle and polarization of

the antenna with a combined TM11 and TM21 mode excitations, when used as a stacked

antenna, were studied both analyically and numerically. Two cases were considered in

terms of the feed location for the TMzr mode, one at ú^ = 0, and the other at þ^=45o

plane. That is, the patches were fed along the x-axis or 45o apart. There was a good

agreement between analytical results using the cavity model, and numerical results using

the Method of Moment for the two design examples in sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2. In these

design examples a finite ground plane was assumed, which affected the crosspolarization.

Thus, the crosspolanzation results of these examples with the analytical ones were not

completely the same. Moreover, adding the TMzr mode to the dominant mode resulted in

increased crosspolari zation levels.

It was shown that, there is a global phase centre location when the copolar

radiation pattern is considered. When both TMrr and TMzr patches were fed along the x-

axis, the antenna (case I) was x-polarized. This antenna was found to have a global phase

/\
centre location at Vo,þo = 180o J, for excitation amplitude ratio less than unity. Similarly,

the antenna of case II was also x-polarized. This antenna had also a global phase centre

location for excitation amplitude ratio less than unity. But, its global phase centre was

/\
located at Vo,Øo=270o J. It means that the phase centre location of such an antenna is

perpendicular to its polarization direction.
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Chapter 4

Stacked Patch Circular Microstrip Antenna

operating at TM11 ând TMoz modes

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a two-layer circular microstrip patch antenna is studied, when the

lower patch generates the TMs2 mode, which has a circularly symmetric radiation pattem

with a null at the boresight. The upper patch produces the TMrr mode and has a

broadside radiation pattern. Again, this structure is first treated analytically, using the

cavity model, to better understand the problem. For símplicity, the ground plane of the

antenna is assumed to be infinite iir size and the mutual coupling between the two ports is

neglected. The analysis is based on the cavity model. ln order to verify the results, the

same structure with a finite ground plane is investigated by Ansoft Designer version 2,

which uses a Method of Moment for the antenna analysis. The phase centre location,

main beam tilt angle, and crosipolarization properties are studied in terms of the

amplitude ratio and phase difference between the two modes.

4.2 Analytical model

4.2.1Radiation amplitude and phase patterns

In this section, we develop a Matlab program to calculate the far f,reld radiation

pattems based on the cavity model, which was formulated in chapter 2. The entire

antenna is over an infinite ground plane and the mutual coupling between the two modes
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is neglected. Due to the fact that, the TMoz mode can be excited by a probe at its center,

where the electric field is the strongest, we considered just one case when both probes are

aligned along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 4.1.

xtt

TM,, probe feed

(p'i"',þl!")

Fig. 4.1 (a) Top view þ) cross-section view of a stacked patch mícrostrip antenna operating at
TM11 and TMs2 modes over an infinite ground plane, when both patches arefed along x-direction

a, :1.15 ,hr: h, =I.5mm , arutt = 6.8mm, drMoz = l5.27mm,f:l1GHz.

The antenna was designed to resonate at l0GHz. The patch sizes were determined

using equations 2.8 to 2.lI,where the eigenvalues for the TM11 and TM62 modes are

1.841 and 3.8311, respectively. Both layers have the same thickness of 1.5mm, and are

etched on the same type substrate with e.:1.15. Similarly, the effect of dielectric

thickness on the phase distribution is ignored, as discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.2.For

the TM11 and TMs2 modes and using equations 2.12, 2.13 and 2-14, the far fields in

spherical coordinates, with the pátch centers at (ro, Oo, 0) according to Fig. 2.2, can be

expressed as,

TM11 Mode:

E u = - j C, 9- 
t!o' 

"o*" 
"n 

e æs(û-øì 
lJ o(k ro rsin á) - J r& oo rsin á)]cos /r

(4.1)

E, : i c r { "u*.'n 
e cos(ø-øò 

l¡ r(k oa, sin 0) + J r(k ra,sin á)] cos á sin / (4.2)

ytt

(b)(a)

TM'

lnfinite Ground Plane
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TMoz Mode:

F : *ZColto" 
",0*'"necos(Ó-ö)¡r(koaosin0) 

(4.3)Do-t 
r

Eø =o (4-4)

Where a, and a0 aÍe the radii of the TM11 and TMoz mode patches, respectively,

and þ0,þ0,0) is the location of the antenna center, as the two patches are concentric.

The combined far fields are:

E, = - i c,eir""'i" a *'{ø-ø' ) 

{ 
ft r(u,) - t r(u, )] cos I * z ¡ 9:- ¡,r rÙ+ (4. 5)

E, : jCreikor"sinecos(ö-ëìl¡o(r,)* Jr(ur)]coslsin64 (4.6)
r

(u, = k^a, siná I c
Where { ' -' ' - | and ] is the excitation ratio (TMoz to TMrr) and can be a

L'o = koaosin?) Cl

complex number in general, C, =lCrlZa, and Co =lColZao.

If we look at the far fields at the þ:Q plane, the E, pattern will be due to the

contributions of both TM11 and TMoz modes, while the E, patteù is zero. Therefore, we

have considered the Eu pattem for this study. Now, by changing the excitation ratio $cl

(both magnitude and phase), *" 
"un 

change the main beam direction and phase centre

location. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the magnitude and phase of the E, pattern at the

þ=0 plane, respectively, when the excitations are in-phase, dt - do = 0, and the
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antenna is located at the coordinate origin. They illushate that, by increasing the absolute

value of the excitation ratio, the peak radiation direction moves toward that of the pure

TMoz mode, and the phase pattem is like that of the pure TMoz mode. They also show

that for in-phase excitations, dt:a,the phase pattem for non-zero excitation ratios is

no longer constant, implying that the location of the antenna phase centre has been

moved. In order to have a constant phase distribution around the main beam, we must add

a negative-slope phase term to the initial phase pattern as we did in chapter 3.

Fig. 4.2 Magnitude patterns of E, for combined TM11 and TMs2 modes at ø = 0 planeþr
dffirent in-phase, dt = do, amplitude ratiosfor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when it is

located at the origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.

dt,E
(l):
rtãrg
c
ut
(\f,

E
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by assuming that a,

respectively. As can

and ao are the excitation phases

- url<90', of these two modes

for the TMrr and TMoz modes,

(l)
(¡)

.gl
(¡,
E
(l)
În
ßt

f¡-

Fig. 4. j Phase patterns of E , at þ = 0 plane for dffirent in-phase amplitude ratios for the

antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when it is located at the origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.

Now, let us consider out of phase excitations, lø,

be seen in Fig. 4.2, for the in-phase, dt = do, and non-zero

amplitude excitations, there is a symmetric radiation pattern with two peaks one at ø = 0

side and the other at þ = 180' side (in the above figures, they have been illustrated by

positived and negatived, respectively). The out of phase excitation, dt * ao, makes the

radiation paftern to have only one peak, which depends on the sign of the phase

difference in such a way that for positive dt - do, the main beam moves to positive d, or

/ : 0 side, and for negative dt -ü0, the main beam moves to negative 0, or þ=180'

side.

:80: : :60:: ,.40 , '-20 0 20' 40 60 ' '80
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Figures 4.4 to 4.7 show the magnitude and phase of the E-plane pattems at þ :0 plane,

when the two modes have an out of phase excitation and the excitation amplinrde ratio is

(+:0.51, while antennas are located at the coordinate origin. Again, the quadrature[c, )'

phase difference, lo, - orl = 90o, makes the far field phase pattern uniform over the

main beam, which pushes the phase centre location to the antenna center. The reason is

that, for a 90o phase shift, the factor 7 for the TMrr mode is cancelled, as shown in

equations 4.1 and 4.2. More details of the phase centre location and the main beam tilt

angle will be discussed in the next section.

' ,,-80' ' -60 ' l40, r2E :0::20:.:::::'40:lll :60',: 
t:,, :80, I ,

e (degree)

Fig. 4.4 Magnitude patterns of E, at þ = 0 planefor dffirent negative values of a, phase

origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.
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Fig. 4.5 Phase patterns of Etat þ : 0 planefor dffirent negative values of ao phase

excitations, dt = 0 ""Ol+l=0.5 for the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when it is located at the
lc' I

origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.

:80 .g[, , , ;{0,, ,:2t1 ,,, ,,O : ,20 ,40 60

.: : I :o,(degree), ::

I ', ,, , 0 (degree) , :,

Fig. 4.6 Magnitude patterns of E, at ø :0 planefor dffirent positive values of ao phase

excitations, dt:0 ,r\l9,l:0.5 for the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when it is located at the

lc' I

origin and both patches arefed along x-axis.
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(r 5fl
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fL

-100
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-20t

Fig. 4.7 Phase patterns of Erat þ = 0 planefor dffirent positive values of ao phase

excitations, &t = 0 t"rl?l= 0.5-for the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when it is located at the

origin and both patches arefed along x-axís.

4.2.2 Phase centre location and main beam tilt angle

In this section, we study tn, pnur" centre of Ee in the E-plane pattern of the

antenna operating at TM11 and TM62 modes, since this plane shows the effects of both
t

modes. The E, pattern is just due to the fundamental mode. Based on the discussion in

section 3.2.1.z,the phase centre locus is a line passing through the point þ0, þ" = 180'),

and is parallel to the y-axis. As an example, let us consider the case "f ? 
: 0.4/.0.

The phase centre of the E, pattems of the antenna is located on the solid line shown in

Fig. 4.8, while it is passing thoughthe point (ao = 0.191,/o = 1S0').

,Bt :60 ,,-40 " ".2O'_, , , ,0 ,, ,2o, ," ' :,40, 60 B0

o' (degree)
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Fig. 4.8 The locus of phase centre of the E, patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, with

+ : 0.410 , when both patches arefed along x-axis.
,LI

The effects of excitation amplitude ratio on the phase centre location and main

beam tilt angle are shown in figs. 4.9 and4.10, respectively, for different excitation

phases. As can be seen, for all excitation phases except for lø, - ool = 90" phase

difference that keeps the phase centre at the coordinate origin, the phase centre moves

away from_the antenna center. The distance of the phase centre from the origin increases

until the amplitude ratio of 0.45, beyond which it decreases. That is, the phase centre

moves back to the origin as the amplitude of TMoz mode increases, and in the limit of

pure TMs2 mode, it retums to the coordinate origin. The main beam tilt also moves

toward the TMoz mode peak dir.ection. It is interesting to note that, for the in-phase

excitation, dt = do, with the amplitude ratio up to 0.45, the main beam remains constant

at the boresight angle, while the antenna phase centre moves away from the antenna

center, leading to the virtual antenna concept.
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Fig. 4.9 Effect "4?lon phase centre location of E, at ó = 0" planefor dffirent excitation

phases, over maín beam, for the aníenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when both patches arefed along x-
axis while Óo =180"

.d,
í)
ut
o)õ
Ë
E
fú
{}
-c:
.E,
:(Ú

E

r^l
Fig. 4.10 Effect "fl+l on main beam tilt anglefor E, at ó = 0' planefor different excitation" lc' I

phases of the antenna shown in' Fig. 4.1, when both patches arefed along x-axis whíle

úo =180'

lco,til
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The effects of the excitation phase difference on the phase centre location and

main beam tilt angle were also studied, which are shown in Fig 4.11 and 4.12,

respectivel¡ for certain excitation amplitude ratios. They show that, the phase centre

converges to the center of the antenna for the quadrature phase difference,

dt - do = 90o. The main beam direction is almost constant, over all excitation phases,

when the amplitude ratio is equal or greater than 0.75, while the phase centre location

changes. For the amplitude ratio equal to 0.25, the main beam is along the boresight, and

increases with higher excitation phases.

0,18

0.1

0-14

0.1

0,1

û.08

0.06

0-04

o.o2

0L
0 40 ,50

Fig. 4.11 Phase centre locatíon of E, at ú = 0 plane versus excitation phases for ar¡¡"r"rrl!1,
lc' l'

over main beam, for the antenna shírn in Fig. 4.1 , when both patches are fed along x-axis while

þo:180" '

.<

iÉ
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Fig. 4.I 2 Main beam tilt angle of E, at þ : 0 plane versus excitation phases for dffirent

l%l , ,, the antennø shown rí Hg. 4.I , when both patches are fed along x-axis while

lc'l-
Óo:I80"

4.2.3 P olarization properties

Based on equations 4.5 and 4.6, the electric field for the antenna under study is an

x-polarized field, so \ile can use Ludwig's third definition for the x-aligned field as

expressed in equation 3.8.

Similarly, there will be a global phase centre for the antenna operating at TM11

and TMs2 modes, as discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2.13. For this antenna, such a phase

centre is located at þo = 180' for excitation amplitude ratio less than 0.45. The effect of

amplitude excitation ratio on the phase centre location of the copolar radiation pattem is

shown in Fig. 4.13. Again, there will be a multiple phase centres beyond the excitation
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amplitude ratios shown in Fig. 4.13. The reason is that, the peak radiation directions of E-

and H-plane patterns will not be the same at all þ -planes for C6lC1>0.45.

Fig. 4.13 Effect "4?lon phase centre of copolar radiation pattern of the antenna

shown in Fig. 4.1, when þo =180" over main beam.

The copolar and crosspolar patterns at different / -planes are as below:

. Atø= oprane: 
I7:,"':,::! l,,i=,= o]

. At ø: eo. prane, 
I7:,"':i::=7,1;. Ì

o At þ = 45" plane:

I 
E * 16=or"= þos/ E, - sin ú E r)lr=*"

\t,0", | þ=or" 
: $rn 6 n, + cos þ E r)l r-o,'Ì

(4.7)

(4.8)

lcotcit
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As can be seen, at ú:0 plane, the crosspolanzatíon is zero since ,8, for both

modes vanishes on this plane. Figure 4.14 shows the copolar and crosspolar pattem at

þ:90" plane for different mode excitation ratios.

f0

dB

0

-10

-n

-æ

-10

-g) : : -:0
9 (dcgrôo)

(c)

o (d6groc)

(d)

Fig. 4.14 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ = 90' plane of the antenna

shown in Fig. 4.1 , when both patched are fed along x-axis

,, ?=orto,r, ?:o.3to, 
k) 

?=o.5to, 
,, 

?=o.7to

Crosspolarizationat ø=90' plane is mainlydue to Eu of TMoz mode and it increases

with higher mode ratio as illustrated at Fig. 4.14. 
^t 

þ = 45' plane, both TM¡1 and TM62

modes contribute to the crosspolafizationpatterns, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The normalized

crosspolar to copolar levels versus excitation amplitude ratio are plotted in Figs. 4.16 and
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4.17 at þ:90' and þ = 45o planes, respectively. They show that, at both planes, the

crosspolarization is lower for small excitation amplitude ratios since by increasing this

ratio, the effect of TMoz mode increases and the crosspolarization level increases.

€0 ..ã). -tO : -ãl 0 Ã 10 60 æ

, . :,,,. o(Ocgrôcl

(d)
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dB,
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dB,
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:

.lg

,^
.æ

:{B

:50

(c)

Fig. 4.15 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ = 45o plane of the antenna

shown ín Fig. 4. I , when both patched are fed along x-axis
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1 1.5

lcofcll

Fig. 4.16 Normalized. crosspolar to"copolar level versus amplitude excitationl+l ", þ = 90'
lc' I

plane of the antenna shown in Fig. 4.1, when both patches arefed along x-axis and d, : do.
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Fig. 4.17 Normalized uosspolar to copolar level versus amplitude excitationl+l t, Ó : 45"
lc' I

planeoftheantennashowninFig.4.l,whenbothpatchesarefedalongx-axisand Gr=do.
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4.3 Design Example

In order to verify the above analytical results, a two-layer antenna was designed

by Ansoft Designer package version 2, which is based on a Method of Moment. The

geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 4.18. A stack configuration of two patches has

been used, in an ascending order from TMrr to TM62 patches, over a finite ground plane

to design a practícal antenna. One type substrate was used for both layers with e, : 1. 15 .

The dielectric thicknesses for TM11 and TMoz modes are 1.5mm and 3mm, respectively.

The operating frequency is 10GHz. The finite ground plane was considered since it can

be fabricated practically.

L-
Fig. 4.tB The geometry of stacked patches operating at TM¡ and. TMoz modes over afinite

ground plane

aTM, =7.52{nm, aTMoz =l\mm, dgrornd = 25mm

PT" =2.L6mm , ë1" =0

Pl" =omm , úT" =o
ht =l.5mm, h2 =3mm, s, =1.15

Two individual probes were used to excite the antenna, one for the TMrr mode

and another for TMoz mode. fná fee¿ location was optimízed, in order to excite each
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mode properly, based on the discussion in chapter 2, section 2.2.3, and to have a good

impedance match condition at l0GHz. The scattering parameters of the antenna aÍe

shown in Fig. 4.19. As can be seen, the return losses for both ports are well below -10d8

at lOGHz, which provides good impedance matches, while the coupling between the two

ports is about -18d8 at the frequency of operation.

0

-5

.1û

-t5

-2t

-25

-30

1t-JJ

-4t

-45

-50
9.8 , '10:, 10,2,,:,',",1t,'4 ,,1û.6 10.8

Frequency {GHz)

Fig. 4.19 Scattering parameters of stacked patch antenna in Fig.4.18 operating at TM11 and TMoz

modes over afinite ground plane.

As is known, a probe feed introduces phase shift in real situation. In the present

simulations such phase shifts wití Ue automatically included in the results and will alter

the required phase shift between the two modes in investigation of the phase centre

dlE
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locations. In order to compare the current numerical results with previous analytical ones

in equation 4.5, we must determine the relationship between the mode constants, C n , and

Vn, aswell as the phase shift values for each probe. Based on equation 2.14, V,
anKo

thus, if Cr: Co and a, = dol

v, _ oo : Ly: ,,t_rl,t : 2.ogl3 (4.10)
l/o at In 1.841

Under a good impedance match condition, one can easily convert the above voltages into

the currents, based on the discussiõn in section 3.2.2.Therefore, the amplitude of currents

for each mode will be llrrrrl:I\4mA,lIrrorl:50mA. Now, we have to choose proper

phase for each mode to cancel the probe phase shift. These values are

llrrrr:55o,llrror:105o. They were chosen to make the analytical and numerical

phase distributions identical as shown in Fig. 4.2I and1ig. 4,.24.It means, the identical

mode coefficients, C1:Cs and ør=do, in the analytical approach correspond to the

following current excitations in numerical simulations, as shown in table 4.1:

f rutt =l04mAl55o , f rro, :50mA1T05" (4.1 l)

ExcitatÍon Ratio Amplitude Phase
ldesrees)

Anatyticat ,?,
I 0

Numerical ,*,
0.48 +500

Table 4.1 Relation betuveen excitation ratios Cs/C¡ in analytical method (Fig. a.l) and current

excitation ratios Iil t in numerícal method (Fig. a.l S) for the s;tacked patch antenna operating at

TMl and. TMs2 modes, when both patches arefed along x-axis.
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As we are interested in having antennas with broadside radiation patterns, but

phase centres away from the origin, we present two cases, with excitation amplitude

ratios of 0.4 and 0.25. The phase centre movement is in good agreement with analytical

one. Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the magnitude and phase of E, pattern of the antenna,

when located at the coordinate origin and has an amplitude ratio of 0.4. Figure 4.22 gives

the phase pattem after displacing the whole antenna to (4 = 0.19/., þ" = 180"). nig,tt"t

4.23 to 4.25 show the same properties as above for a quarter amplitude ratio. This time,

the phase centre goes to þ" = O.tZs)., ø" : 180').

-2O ',', ¡ ,0 , ,20

: o:{degiee} :,

Fig. 4.20 Magnitude pattern of E, at þ = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.18, when both

patches arefed along x-axís and located at the origin, (Co I C, : 0.420)
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Fig. 4.21 Phase pattern of E, at þ :0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.18, when both

patches arefed along x-axis and located at the origin, (Co t C, :0-410).
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Fig. 4.22 Phase pattern of E, at ø = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.18, when both

patches are fed along x-axis þo = 0.tgl",úo : l80o) o"a (Co / C, - 0.410).
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Fig. 4.2 j Magnitude pattern of E, at ú = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fíg. 4.18, when both

patches arefed alongx-axis, (Co lCr:0.2510).
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Fig. 4.24 Phase pattern of E, at ø - 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.18, when both

patches arefed along x-axis and located at the origin, (Co t Ct = 0.2510).
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Fig. 4.25 Phase pattern of E, at ø = 0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 4.18, when both

patches arefed along x-axis and the antenna center moved b þo :0.12)",øo = l80o ) øth

(co lc,:02510)'

Figure 4.26 and 4.27 show the copolar and crosspolar radiation pattems at ø = 450 and

þ:900 planes for the above two different amplitude ratios. As can be seen, the

crosspolarization at þ = 450 plane, does not have a symmetric pattern. The reason is that,

due to the finite size of ground plane, the peaks of the E, and E, patterns may happen at

the different directions which l.u¿ ,o asymmetric crosspolarizations. By reducing the

ground plane size to less than 0.82 [10] (the antenna under study has a ground plane with

diameter 1.67 ),) one may obtain symmetric copolar radiation pattems, which in tum will

give symmetric crosspolanzation. This may be achieved by increasing the dielectric

constant of the substrate, which reduces the size of each patch and, thus, the ground plane
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size can be reduced. However, the amount

case I in chapter 3 is considerably lower.

of asymmetry comparing to the antenna of
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Fig. 4.26 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the antenna shown in

Fig. 4.18, when both patches arefed along x-axis, (Co t C, = 0.410) at

(a) þ=45',(b) ú=90"
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,
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Fig. 4.27 Normalized copolar and crosspolar radiation patterrc of the antenna shown in Fig.

4.18, when both patches arefed along x-axis, (Co t Ct = 0.2510) at

(a) ú=45",(b) Ó=90"
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The normalized crosspolarization level of the designed antenna is almost similar to what

was obtained from analytical one. The case with higher dielectric constants, which makes

the crosspolar pattem symmetric, will be discussed in the next chapter.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the phase centre location, main beam tilt angle and polarization of

TMrr and TMoz modes, when used as a single stacked antenna, were studied both

analytically and numerically for a practical design example. Due to the central feeding of

the TMoz patch, just one case rvasÆonsidered when the feeds are located along the x-axis.

There was a good agreement befween analytical results, using the cavity model, and

numerical results based on the Method of Moment, exgept due to the finite ground plane

size, the crosspolarization pattem at þ :45' plane is somewhat asymmetric. Again,

adding the higher order TMoz'mode to the fundamental mode resulted in higher

cro s spo I ari zation and multiple phas e centres.

It was shown that, there is a global phase centre location when the copolar

radiation pattem is considered. The antenna can be assumed as an x-polanzed field, when

both TMrr and TMoz patches are fed along the x-axis. This anterura was found to have a

global phase centre location at ëo = 180', for excitation amplitude ratio less than 0.45.
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Chapter 5

Stacked Patch Circular Microstrip Antenna

operating at TMrr, TM21 âIrd TMo, modes

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter, a three-layer circular microstrip patch antenna is studied. The

lower patch operates at TMs2 mode, which has a circularly symmetrical pattern with a

null at broadside. The middle patch generates TMzr mode, and also has a boresight-nulled

radiation pattem. And, the upper patch produces TMrr mode which has a broadside

radiation pattern. This structure is first treated analytically to better understand its

properties. For simplicity, the ground plane of the antenna is assumed to be infinite in

size and the mutual couplings between its three ports are neglected. The analysis again is

based on the cavity model. In order to verify the results, the same structure is then

designed with a finite ground plane and simulated by A¡soft Designer version 2, based

on a Method of Moment. The case when all feeds are located along the x-axis is

considered in which the phase centre location, main beam tilt angle, and crosspolarizatíon

properties are studied in terms of the amplitude ratio and phase difference between the

three modes. It will be shown that, one can decrease the crosspolarization of the antenna

and keep the phase centre location unchanged by properly exciting the TMrr, TM21, and

TMoz modes.
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5.2

5.2.1 Radiation amplitude and phase patterns

h this section, we have developed a Matlab program to calculate the far field

radiation pattems based on the cavity model, which was formulated in chapter 2. Thus,

the entire antenna is over an infinite ground plane and mutual couplings between the

three ports are neglected. However, in the design example using numerical simulations,

these effects are automatically included. All patches are fed along the x-axis as shown in

Fig. 5.1. The antenna was designed to resonate at 10GHz. The patch sizes were

determined using equations 2.8 to 2.11.

Tl[, probe feed

@;",ør")

xtt

TM,, probe feed

(p7",þ',!")

Fig. 5.1 (a) Top view þ) cross-section view of a stacked patch microstrip antenna
operating at TM¡¡ ,TMzt and. TM62modes when all patches areþd along x-direction

h, : h, - ht = l.5mm , erutt:S.lmm, ãrM2t =9mm, drM,z =ll.2mm,
€, =2.32 andf:196¡¡t.

As mentioned earlier, in ôrder to obtain the symmetric patterns, which in tum

results in a symmetric crosspolanzation patterns, one may decrease the ground plane size.

Therefore, we selected a higher dielectric constant for the antenna in this chapter in order

to have smaller antenna dimensions. All layers have the same thickness, 1.5mm, and are

Analytical model

yt'

(b)(a)

TM,,

Infinite Ground Plane
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etched on a similar substrate with e, :2.32. However, some results will be shown at the

lower dielectric constant of 1.15, the same as used in chapters 3 and 4, for the sake of

comparison. Again, the effect of substrate thickness on the phase distribution is neglected

based on the discussion in chapter 2, section 2.2.2. For the TMrr, TM21 and TMoz modes,

using equations 2.72,2-13 and2.l4, the total far fields in spherical coordinates, with the

patch centers at (ro, $o,0), can be expressed as,

E, = -ic,eiko'.'.'*t,-,"1{¡70(r,)-.r,(u,)]cos/ + i?[J,(r,)- ¡,(u,)]cos2þ + r¡? t,fu,Ù4 6'D

Er= ¡Çdkú""-'(d-d'){U (u,)+t,(u,)lsin/+ iZlJ,(r,)+t,(u,)l"i^zþ}"o"ef 6.2)

fu, = koarsiná 
I

Where lur. = koarsin0l, CvC, and Crare the excitation coeff,rcients corresponding to

lur: kroosináJ

the TMrr, TMzr and TMoz modes, respectively and they are complex numbers in general,

C, = lCrlzdt, C2 : lcrlza, and Co = lcrlza,.

If we look at the far fields àt þ = 0 plane, the E, pattern will be the contribution

of all three modes, while the E, pattern will be zero. Therefore, we considered E, in the

E-plane for this case. Novr, by changing the excitation coefficients (both magnitude and

phase) we can change the main beam direction and phase centre location, as before.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the magnitude and phase of the E, pattem at þ:0 plane,

respectively, when all excitation coefficients are in-phase, dt = dz = d0, and the

antenna is located at the coordinate origin. It illustrates that, by increasing these factors,

the peak radiation direction moves toward the endfire direction and the phase pattem is

almost constant over each beam. It also shows that, for in-phase excitations, the phase
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pattem, for non-zero excitation ratio, is no longer constant, which implies that, the

location of the antenna phase centre is changed. In order to have a constant phase

distribution around the main beam, we must add a phase term having appropriate slope to

the initial phase pattern. These figures show the amplitude and phase patterns for

different TMoz excitation coefficient , Co, ata given TM21 to TM11 excit ationratio, ! .'cl
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Fig. 5.2 Magnitude patterns of E, a tþ = 0 planefor dffirent Cr, of the antenna shown in Fig.

5. I , when it is located at the origin and all patches are fed along x-axis with in-phase excitations,

dt=dz=do.

.C"C
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Now, letus consider out of phase excitations,lo, -or1.90" and 0 1 do 1 90o ,

of these three modes by assuming that, d¡, d2 and ao are the excitation phases for

TMrr, TMzr and TMoz modes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.2, for non-zero in-phase

excitations, there is a symmetric radiation pattern with two peaks, at þ = 0 and ë =180"

(in the above figures, they have been illustrated by positive 0 and negative 0,

respectively). The out of phase excitation makes the radiation pattern to have only one

peak which depends on the sign of the phase difference between these modes.

Figures 5.4 to 5.7 show the magnitudes and phases of the E, pattems at ø =0

plane, when lC,l= lCrl = l, lcol = 0.5 for different value of ao at a given dt-dz, while

the antennas are located at the coordinate origin. It is important to note that for do = 0,

a quadrature phase difference between the TMrr and TM21 modes, lo, - orl:90o , makes

the far field phase pattern flat over the main beam, which in turn pushes the phase centre

location to the physical center of the antenna. The reason is that, a 90o phase shift,

cancels the effect of j coefficient for the TMrr mode, as shown in equation 5.1. More

details on phase centre location and the main beam tilt angle will be discussed in the next

section.
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Fig. 5.4 Magnitude patterns of E, at Ó = 0 planefor dffirent positive values of ø, and

lC,l = lCrl = l,lCrl = 0.5, of the anlenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when it is located at the origin and

all patches arefed along x-axis
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Fig. 5.7 Phase patterns of Erat þ :0 planefor dffirent positive values of a, and

lC,l = lCrl = t, lCrl = 0.5, of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when it ís located at the origin and

all patches arefed along x-axis

(a) a, -&z = -30" (b) dt -dz = -60o (c) h - dz = -90o
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Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate particular cases, when the phase patterns may have negative

slopes, when the entire antenna is located at the coordinate origin.

Fig. 5.8 Magnitude patterns of E, at ë :0 planefor dífferent negative values of a, and

lC,l= lCrl = 1, lCol= 0.5, of the antenna shown inFíg. 5.1, when it is located at the originand

all 4atches arefed alongx-axis
(a) a, - dz = 60" (b) dt - dz = 90o
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Fig. 5.9 Phase patterns of Etat þ = 0 planefor dffirent negative values of ao and

lC,l = lCrl : t,lCol = 0.5, of the antenna shown ín Fig. 5.1, when it is located at the origin and

all patches arefed along x-axis

(a) a, - Ø2 : 60" (b) dt - dz = 90o

arrr=60" ;r4ieo"
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5.2.2 Phase centre location and main beam tilt angte

As shown in the preceding section, by adding two higher order modes to the

dominant mode, which has a constant phase pattern, the far-field phase patterns change

over the angles of the main beam axis and are not constant, except when lo, - orl= 90o

and ao - 0 . This means, the signals are not emanating from the center of the antenna,

or in other words, the antenna phase centre has moved. In order to find the new phase

centre location, one may displace the antenna from the coordinate origin, so that a new

phase term can be introduced to the antenna function, which will be dependent on the

displacement. Enforcing the constant phase values over the main beam will allow

determination of the displacement coordinates. For all non-zero amplitude excitations,

positive &t - &z and positivê do, phase patterns have positive slope versus angle of axis

implying that, one must add a iegative slope to the initial phase pattern to obtain a

constant phase distribution. But there are some cases with negative value of ao at a given

positive value of a, - dz, in which the phase pattems may have negative slopes, as in

Fig. 5.9. In order to recognize these cases, the phase centres are plotted versus xo instead

of 6 in such a way that positive .x0 means the phase centre is located at þo = 0 and

negative r0 means it is located at þo = 180'.

For the antennas discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the locus of the phase centre at a

given / in the cylindrical coordiñates is a line perpendicular to the / direction passing

through the point Qo,þo = 6 + n), as discussed in sections 3.2.1 .2 and 4.2.2. 'While for the

TMrr, TMzr and TMoz modes , since the phase pattem slopes may change depending on
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the sign of ao, the locus will be lines perpendicular to the / direction passing through

either (ro,þ, :6 + n) or (ro,þ, = þ).

Figure 5.10 shows the phase centre loci of the E, patterns of the antenna shown

in Fig. 5.1 for the two different cases. Figure 5.10a depicts the phase centre locus, which

is shown by the solid line passing through the point (rr=0.16L",Øo:E), when all

excitations are in-phase, i.e. dt = &z - d0 = 0 and 
ft=O.r'5r.0,?=0.3/-0.

Figure 5.10b illustrates this locus, which is a solid line passing through the point

Qo = 0.041,þo = 0),when ? =rt -90o, ! = r.tt- 180'.'CtCl

v

t'
I -..' r.I \ >x

(a) (b)

Fig. 5-10 The locus ofphase centre of the E, pdtterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all

patches arefed along x-axis

(a) C, =110, Cz :0.2510, Co = 0.310

þ)Ct =l¿90' , Cz =110, Co =051-90"
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The effects of in-phase excitation amplitude ratio on the phase centre location and

main beam tilt angle are shown in Fig. 5.11 and 5.12, respectively, for two dielectric

constants of 1.15 and,Z.32and differe" 
?, 

when Co changes from 0 to 2.As can be

seen, for all in-phase amplitude excitations, the phase centre moves away from the center

and then it returns to the antenna center. The main beam tilt also moves toward the

endfire direction.

tçLl 
*ithFig. 5.11 Effect of Co on phase centre location of E, at þ = 0" planefor dffirent l-

lc' I

in-phase excitations over main beami when all patches arefed along x-axis while þ, =180" , for
the antenna:

(a) shown in Fig. 5.1, e,=2.32

þ) has the same structure as Fig. 5.1 with e,:1.15,(a7¡a1F6.8mm, aruu:L2.42, a7¡as2:15.27mm)

As can be seen from Fig. s.llb, the TM62 mode makes the peak phase centre

location move further away from the physical center of the antenna comparing to the Fig.

3.9, section 3.2.1.2, in which the antenna produced TMrr and TM21 modes with e.:1.15.

That is, the maximum phase centre location of the antenna operating at TMrr and TMzr

(b)(a)

0
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modes is 0.211,, while adding the TMoz mode to the above mentioned modes results in a

maximum phase centre at0.25)v.

Fig.5.I2Effectof Co onmainbeamtiltanglefor E, at ë=0" planefordifferent\lr*

in-phase excitations, when all patches arefed along x-axis while þo: 180o , for the antenna:

(a)'shown in Fig. 5.1, e,:2.32

þ) has the same structure as Fig. 5.1 with e,:1.15,(a7¡a1-6.8mm, a7¡a2¡12.42, a7¡a02:15.27mm)

The effects of the excitation phase difference on the phase centre location and

main beam tilt angle were also studied, which are shown in Fig 5.13 and 5.14,

respectively, for certain amplitude excitation ratios. They

dr-dz=9}", the main beam for all values of a, is almost constant, while the phase

centre changes from positive .r0 to negative ;ro with passing at the origin. For the case

! = O.r, and a, - üz :0' , the negative value of aomakes the main beam move to the
Ll

positive 0 andvice versa, while there are symmetric pattems with trvo peaks for in-phase

q
o

õ
o

E:

r
show that- when "2 : I and'cl

€¡
q:
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E
8æo
E.
õ:15
Ei
.10

:5
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excitations. The other cases with highe, 
? ^Opositive 

dt-dz, the main beam tilt

moves from positive 0 to the other side like cases b and c in Fig. 5.14.

x
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:t c¡<) 1

irtCo{,8

+Ë1+rH.rth!+i f.{!at Ë
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ct
0.25
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o1!

0.1

x
,3., ox, ¡.7

.. {).1
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. ,{,?

'Íx
eo (dogrôôs)

(c)

€0 .10 :.8. :,8. :æ:. ,18

,,,. , r,,%fd9clt98),,

(d)

Fig.5.I3 Phasecentrelocationof ,Et at þ=0 planeversus aofordffirent Co,overmain

beam, for the antenna shown ín Fig. 5.1, when all patches arefed along x-axis
c 
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Fig. 5.14 Main beam tilt angle of E, at Ø =0 planeversus arfo, different Co, over matn

beam, for the antenna shown in Fig. 5. I , when all patches are fed along x-axis
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5.2.3 Polarization properties

As expressed in equations 5.1 and5.2, the total field for the antenna under study

is an x-polanzed one. So, \rye can use Ludwig's third definition for an x-aligned field as

expressed in equation 3.8.

Similarl¡ there will be a global phase centre for the antenna operating at TM11,

TMzr, and TMoz modes, when the copolar radiation pattern is considered, as discussed in

chapter 3, section 3.2.13. For this antenna, such a phase centre is located at úo :180' for

excitation amplitude ratio less than 0.35, and o1:cr2:o6. The effect of amplitude

excitation ratio on the phase centre location of the copolar radiation pattern is shown in

Fig. 5.15. Again, there will be a multiple phase centres beyond the excitation amplitude

ratios shown in Fig. 5.15, since tne peak radiation directions of E- and H-plane patterns

will not be the same at all / -planes.

.t2
'':'

0ir8

:tg.t6

0,11

o-.t2

s- o.r

':
, 0,08

0.06

' 
o,ol

0.02

0

Fig. 5. I 5 Effect of lC/C tl on the phase centre location of copolar radiation pattern of the
antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, over main beamfor different excitation amplitudes C2/C1 , when

ü1:&2:&sAnd þs:18f.
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The copolar and crosspolar patterns at different / -planes are as below:

. Atø: 0 plane:

. Atø = 90o plane:

o At þ = 45" plane:

Iu* lr=o: Ee lø=o I
lu,o",lø=o= Er lr*: oJ

(5.3)

lr*n ì

ú=,nl (5'4)
Iu* lr=*'- -Eø

lu*r l6=no,: E,

(5.s)

As can be seen, at þ:0 plane, the crosspolanzation is zero since E, for all three modes

vanishes on this plane.

The crosspolar pattems for the antenna operating at TMr I and TM21 modes, 'and TMI r and

TMs2 modes were investigated in chapters 3 and 4. It was shown that, by adding either

TM21 or TMoz mode to the dominant mode, the normalized crosspolar to copolar level

increases. If an antenna can generate all the first three modes, it is possible to control the

crosspolarization by the TMoz mode. By exciting the proper amount of this mode, one can

decrease the crosspolanzation since the surface current pattem will become parallel lines,

based on the discussion in section 2.4. Fig:re 5.16 shows the copolar and crosspolar

patterns at þ = 90' plane for different mode excitation ratios with and without the TM¡2

mode. The amount of this mode was selected to give the minimum crosspolanzation,

while it will change the phase centre location.

lE "" lr=or" = þos þ Ê, - sin þ E r)lr=*" l

\t *' I 6=+s" 
: $in 6 ø, + cos þ E r)l r=*" J
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Fig. 5.16 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ = 90o plane, of the antenna

shown in Fig. 5.1 , when all patches are fed along x-axis

@) + = O.ll\,Co = 0.0410, þ) + : 0.220,C0 = 0.0810
Ct Cl

k) 7= 
0.35 '0, co

(-
= 01510, @ 

= 
: 0.5/.0,C0 : 0.2110

Ll

As can be seen form Fig. 5.16, one can decrease the crosspolarization level to less than

-40d8 by exciting the TMoz mode in the antenna working at TM11 and TMzr modes.

Figure 5.17 shows the copolar and crosspolar patterns at ø=45' plane for different

mode excitation ratios with and without the TM62 mode. The amount of this mode was

selected to give the minimum croßspolarization. Again, the antenna phase centre will be

changed.
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Fig. 5.17 Normalized copolar and crosspolar components at þ = 45o plane, of the antenna

shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches arefed along x-axis

@) +:0.210,C0 :0.07 /.0 þ) + = 0.510,C0 = 0.1820
Ct Cl

G) + =IZ\,Co ;0.355 l0 (d) \ =r.tt0,Co : 0.5320
Ct-Cl

Figure 5.18 shows the required excitation amplitude of the TMoz mode, Co, for a given

(-
7 ut ó:45" plane overthe range of -45" <0<+45".It shows byincreasing the
Ll
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mode excitation ratio for the dominant mode and TMzr mode, !, ri"required amount
Ll

of Co, increases to obtain the minimum crosspolanzation level.

0.8

- 0,6
oo

0.4

o2

", ,lCifC¡l 
,

Fig. 5.18 Requtred Co versus + , have minimum crosspolarization at þ = 45' plane over the
Lt

range of - 45' < e < +45" , for the antenna shown in Fig. 5.1, when all patches arefed along x-
axis, d1:d2:d4.

As mentioned earlier, adding the TM¡2 mode to the dominant and TMzr modes, provides

an option to minimize the crosspolarization levels over the boresight angle. But as shown

in Figs. 5.16 to 5.18, this can change the antenna phase centre location. In orderto keep

the phase centre location unchanged, one needs to change the excitation amplitude ratios
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of all three modes. Table 5.1 gives the required TMoz mode in order to minimize the

crosspolarization levels at þ:45o plane and keep the phase centre location constant.

CzlCt Co/Ct Phase Centre ro

(Ö.=180)
Crosspol level

(Ö:45o)
tl0 0 0.15À <-10.5d8

0.5s t0 0.1910 0.1s¡. <-31.5d8
i¡¡í¡iít&:;iit¡#j¡Pi#,,tr"Øi,lf,sffidfs1i. ¡:

0.9 t0 0 0.133À <-11.5d8
0.510 0.17 t0 0.133À <-31.5d8

:¡iiiii!1':¡::*rli,l,#.ffi1¡,fíffi'$ílTt¿ åäiiliiiüiiìiï*i,l.+:
:.,i:-'!:.: :",ir.;:'i. .1,.:.| '. ,:. .,.;.::';!.:.:.i

0.810 0 0.1181" <-t2.5dB
0.4 /.0 0.r7 t0 0.1 l8l" <-32d8

ii:ffi:,iilt{l{!líl{,i/{/{..l ri, 
¡r,ii,i"',;,:l,ii¡,,:"'.liti¡ti',irii

0.7 z0 0 0.103À <-l3.5dB
0.35 t0 0.15 t0 0.103I <-32d8

0.610 0 0.088î. <-15d8
0.3 t0 0.1210 0.088¡. <-33d8

0.5 t0 0 0.01]r <-16.5d8
0.25 Z0 0.09 t0 0.077r <-33d8

rÌ:,.¡'r-:r: !i ¿:r' r ! . :

0.4 z0 0 0.0555)" <-19.25dB
0.210 0.08 r 0 0.05551" <-33d8

, ,.,:.,- i.:,:ta::!tt
l¡,!,{ì,#írÊ#.{1W,ffi .f,lli

0.3 z0 0 0.042?" <-21.5d8

0.15 t0 0.0610 0.042)r <-33dB

0.210 0 0.029),, <-24.5d8
0.t210 0.043 t0 0.0297,, <-33d8

0.r l0 0" 0.0151" <-29d8
0.045 t0 0.01s 10 0.015¡. <-33d8

Table 5.1 Effectof TMs2modeonthecrosspolarizationat þ45" plane,fortheantennaoperating
at TM¡1 and TM21 modes, e,:2.32, while the phase centre location is unchanged,for different

in-phase excitation amplitude ratios, when all patches arefed along x-axis, t,:2.32,
(3f <e<ßf) and 0o"or,:0.
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5.3 Design Example

ln order to verify the above analytical results, a multi-layer antenna was designed

and simulated by Ansoft Designer package version 2 which is based on a Method of

Moment. The geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 5.19. The layer assignment and

feeding structure will be discussed in chapter 6. One type substrate was used for all layers

with €,=2-32. The operating frequency is 10GHz. The finite ground plane was

considered since it can be fabricated practically.

Grorurd Flaue

Fig. 5. I 9 The geometry of stacked pàtches operating at TM 1¡ TM2¡ and TMs2 modes over a finite
ground plane

arM, = 5.588mm, ãrMzt =9.4mm, zruoz =13.07mm, as,ourd =l6mm

' PT" :l'4mm' þT" :o
Pl" =5.83mm, þT" :o
Pl" = omm, þT" : o

hr: h, =l-Smm, h, =3mm, €, =2.32

z::: .+.l_TIVII I' ft'óbe :,, :,,,TilIO2, ft'¡['s, : ] ì, :, TmZ'l 'n¡tA

1r8



Three individual probes have been used to excite the antenna, each for one of the

TMrr, TMzr, and TMoz modes. The feed locations were optimized, in order to excite each

mode properly, based on the discussion in chapter 2, section 2.2.3, and to have a good

impedance match condition at 10GHz. The scattering parameters of the antenna are

shown in Fig. 5.20. As can be seen, the retum losses for all ports are below -10d8 at

1OGHz, which provides good impedance matches at the frequency of operation.

9.6 ..9:8 ,1 0 : 1 0:2 :1 û.4 1 0.6 .1 0.8

Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 5.20 Scattering parameters of stacked patch antenna shown in Fig. 5.19 operating at TM1¡,

TMu and TMoz modes over a finíte ground plane

As is known, a probe feed introduces a phase shift in real situation. So, in the

above designed example, these feeds will cause phase shifu,at each port. In order to

compare the current simulation results with previous analytical ones, we must determine

9.4
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the relationship between the mode constants, C,, and Vn, as well as the phase shift

values for each probe.

Based on equation 2.14, V^ = ?Co ,
anko

V, : o, : Lu-- 3'054 
= 1.65g9 (5.6)

V2 at In 1.841
rf cr: çr'

If Cr: ço;
Vo 

=o, -lt =0.4gVt ao Úoz

(5.7)

As we excited all patches in current, the amplitude of currents for each mode will be

lIrr,,l=82.94mA,llrrnl=S\mA,lIruorl:39.85m1, based on the discussion in section

3.2.2. Now, we have to choose proper phase for each mode to cancel the probe phase

shift. These values are llrrr, = -80' , llrrr, =90o , ilrro, =215o. They were chosen

to make the analytical and numerical phase distributions identical as shown inFig. 5.22

and Fig. 5.25.It means, the case with in-phase and equal amplitude ( C,) in the analytical

approach is counterpart with following current excitations in numerical simulations, as

shown intable 5.2;

Irut =83mAl-80', f rurr:50mA190' , Irrr, = 40mAl2l5' (5.8)

Please note that, due to the poor impedance matching at the TM11 port and

relatively high coupling between the TM¡1 port and TMoz port, the amplitude current

excitation ratio may be slightly different from the calculated one.
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Excitation Ratio Amplitude Phase
(deerees)

Analytical ,?,
t 0

Numerical ,*,
0.6024 +170"

Analvricar rQ r" 'ct'
1 0

Numerical ,*,
0.48 +650

Table 5.2 Relation between excitation ratios C2/C¡, C/Ct in analytical method (Fig. 5.1) and

current excitation ratios 12/11 , Ia/It itî numerical method (Fíg. 5.19) for the stacked patch antenna

operating at TM11, TM2¡ and TMs2 modes, when both patches arefed along x-axis.

magnitude and phase of Eu pattern of the antenna in þ = 0 plane, when the antenna is

located at the coordinate origií for the case of *=0.25,+=0.2. Figure 5.23
Ct Cl

illushates the phase pattern after displacing the entire antenna

(t : o.t Ig)", ø" = 180'). rig,rr., 5.24 to 5.26 show the same properties as above

the case of * : o.ls, * : o.r. This time, the phase centre moves
CL Cl

As we are interested in having antennas with broadside radiation patterns, but

phase centres away from the origin, we present two cases, with in-phase excitation ratios

of +=0.25,9=02 and 9:0.75,-Q-=0.t. Fizure 5.21 and,5.22 show thect ct ct ct 'Q-'-

to

for

(,"

t2l

= 0.151, þ" : 180").
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Fig. 5.25 Phase pattern of E, at þ :0 planefor the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19, when all
patches arefed along xlaxis and located at the origín, Cz/Cf0.75 10, C/C,:9.1 ¿ O
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Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the copolar and crosspolar radiation pattems at

þ = 450 and þ = 900 planes, for the above two different amplitude ratios. As can be seen,

the crosspolanzatíon at þ = 450 plane is more symmetric than the ones, obtained by

simulation in chapters 3 and 4. This is due to the fact that, the ground plane size has been

reduced by increasing the dielectric constant, which results in having more symmetric

pattems. Moreover, the required value 'of the TMoz mode to decrease the

crosspolarization level in practical design case is different from what was obtained by

analfiical model, according to Fig.5.18. One reason is that, thephysical radius of each

mode over the finite ground plane changes in the numerical simulation, since this

package considers infinite substrate for each layer affecting the fringing field, and

eventually the patch size changes. Another reason is that, we compare the results with

different ground plane sizes, like infinite in analytical model and f,rnite in simulation. The

other reason is that, the couplings between the three ports were ignored in the analytical

model while there are considerable couplings between these three modes.
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Fig. 5.27 Copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19, when all

patches are fed along x-axis, + : In, + : 0.2510 at
Ct Cl

(q) Ó :45" , (b) ú:90'

(b)

Ftg. 5.28 Copolar and crosspolar radiation patterns of the antenna shown in Fig. 5.19, when all

patches arefed along x-axis, 9 = O.rtr\, + = 0.14610 at
Ct Cl

(o) þ=45',(b) þ=90"
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the phase centre location, main beam and polarization of a

multilayer antenna operating at TMrr, TMzr and TMoz modes were studied both

analytically and numerically. It has been shown that, by adding the TMoz mode to TMrr

and TMzr modes, one can decrease the crosspolarization level. There are good

agreements between analytical results, using the cavity model, and numerical results

based on a Method of Moment, except due to the finite ground plane size, coupling

between modes and infinite dielectric material in the simulation, the crosspolarization

properties are not completely the same, since these parameters have pronounced impact

on the microstrip antenna radiation patterns [21].

It was shown that, there is a global phase centre location for the antenna operating

at TMrr, TMzr and TMoz modes, when ColCt is less than 0.35. By adding the TMoz mode

to the dominant and TMzl -o¿"r, ttr" phase centre moved further away from its physical

center, comparing to that of the antenna operating at TM11 and TMzl modes. In addition,

the TMoz mode provides an option to minimize the crosspolarization level over the

boresight angle, while the phase centre location remains unchanged. This feature needs

an adjustment on the excitation amplitudes of all three modes.
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Chapter 6

Proposed feeding technique for Multilayer

Microstrip Antenna

6.1 Introduction

There are several methods to feed a microstrip patch antenna including probe

feeding, transmission line feeding, and slot coupling methods. Among them, the probe

feeding is the most common method. In this thesis, all design examples were fed by

coaxial feeding. When there is a single layer microstrip antenna, the probe feeding

technique is very straightforward.,For two and multilayer structures, in which every layer

has to be fed individually, this method should be accompanied by other considerations in

order to minimize the coupling effects, to excite each layer as desired as possible. This

chapter proposes a feeding structure for the antennas discussed in chapters 3 and 5,

operating at the fundamental mode and higher order modes. The idea is based on finding

the electric field nulls and then passing the probe feeds of next top layers through these

locations which can be shorted to the ground plane without perturbing the fields inside

the cavity region of each mode.
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6.2 Probe feed geometry for the two-layer antenna
operating at TMrr and TMzr modes

If the patch is located on the x-y plane, the z-component of the electric field

between the patch and ground plane, for all TM ,^ modes, may'be expressed as:

E" = EoJ,(kp)cosnþ (6.1)

Where J,@p) are the Bessel functions of order n, and n is an integer number. When

the argument of these functions is zero, i.e. at the center of the patch, these functions are

zero for all values of z , except zero. This means, the electric field inside the cavity at the

center of the patch is very weak "for all modes, except n = 0, so that, one may place a

shorting via from the patch to the ground plane, at the patch center and pass the coaxial

line through this via. This method is known as the center-feeding method discussed in

122-231.

In chapter 3, we excited one patch from the bottom and another one from the top,

in order to simulate the antenna with a minimum coupling between the ports and simplify

the model. However, this model is not practical. So, for the antenna discussed in chapter

3 operating at TMrr and TMzr modes, i.e. n + 0, we could use the center-feeding method

explained above. The TMzr moãe could be excited directly from the bottom, as a

conventional probe feed. The top patch could be excited by passing a coaxial line through

a hole at the center of the,ground plane, the middle patch, and the top patch. Then, a

microstrip line could connect this coaxial line to the 50O feed point of the top patch,

where a via will connect the uppeí patch to the middle patch, about 0.25)" away from the

center of TM11 patch. Figure 6.1 illustrates the geometry of the antenna with this feeding
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structure. The holes at the center of each patch must be shorted to the ground plane in

order to avoid the excitation of the TMoz mode. The central shorting post does not perturb

the fields between the layers, since the electric field is zero at the center. In this structure,

the middle layer plays the ground plane role for the top patch affecting the resonant

frequencies [23].

TMll Patch
t ,:2.32

TM2l Patch
€ --¡ z¡

I 
-.J'

GND

fIl

Fíg. 6.1 Geometry of a twoJayer circular Microstrip antenna operating at TM¡¡ and TMumodes

us ing cent er-feedíng techníque

As the simulation packagé used in this thesis was a two-dimensional simulator,

we have to model the central shorting post. Thus, two circular slots, each of diameter

greater than the diameter of probe feed, were placed at the patch centers, then eight

shorting vias were used to connect the upper and lower patches. Figure 6.2 shows the

geometry of the antenna, which'used this method to excite the two-layer microstrip

antenna operating at TMrr and TM2l modes.
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TMII Probe TMZI Èobe t*-
Fig. 6.2 The geometry of stacked þatches operating in TMtt and TMu modes overfinite ground

plane

aTMu = 5.6mm, aruzt =8.95mm, ag,ound =IZmm

' pl" =L.Smm þ7" =o
pl" =4.rmm þT" =o

h, = hr:I,5mm, TLwidth:t'7mm, h:0'2mm

The dielectric constant of the substrate used in Fig. 6.2 i.s 2.32 while the dielectric

between the microstrip line, which connects the center probe to the 50Q feed point, and

the top layer is air. The width of tîris transmission line is 1.7mm and is placed at a height

of 0.2mm over the top layer. The piece of transmission line used in the feed structure also

changes the phase difference between two feeds which has to be taken into account.

For the identical material used as a substrate for each layer, the size of TMrr patch

is smaller than TMzr patch as explained before. So, in order to reduce the blockage
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presented by the upper patch to below one 1241, the TM11 patch was located on the top

layer, the TMzr patch on the middle layer and the ground plane on the bottom.

The scattering parameters of the antenna shown in Fig. 6.2 arc illustrated in Fig

6.3. The return loss for both ports is less than -l0dB and the coupling between the two

ports is about -zldB at the frequency of 10GHz.
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Frequency (GHz)

Fig. 6.3 Scattering parameters of stacked patch antenna shown ín Fig. 6.2 operating in TM11 and
TM21 modes overfinite ground plane

The ground plane size of the antenna shown in Fig. 6.2 is 0.8)", which can

provide symmetric crosspolarization pattern based on [0]. The radiation patterns to the

antenna of Fig. 6.2 are shown in Fig. 6.4 at ë = 45' plane. The crosspolarization patterns

are not completely symmetrical and further ground plane size reduction may be required.
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Fig.6.4 Copolar and crosspolar of stacked patch antenna shown in Fig. 6.2 at þ = 45o plane
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6.3 Probe feed geometry for the three-layer antenna
operating at TMrr, TMzr and TMor modes

The electric field between the TMoz patch and ground plane is govemed by the

first kind Bessel function of order zeto) as expressed in equation 6.2. This function is

finite and has the peak amplitude when the argument is zero, emphasizingthatthe field at

the patch center is strong.

E, = ErJo(kp) 6.2)
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So, the center-feeding technique discussed above could not be applied for the TMoz

patch. If one could place the TM62 patch on the top layer, the center feeding may be

applied to the two other modes and the top layer could be fed at its center. In order to

place the TMoz patch on the top layer, one needs to use a different substrate to reduce the

patch size for TMoz mode. So, the layer assignment from the top to the bottom would be

TMoz, TM11 and TMzr, respectively. By choosing a high dielectric constant for the TMoz

patch, this arrangement will be possible. One example is shown in Fig. 6.5. But the

problem we had in simulation was infinite size of the substrate which does not allow to

properly reduce the patch size due to the effect of superstrate on the patch size based on

[2s,26].

TMû2 Patch
€ 

":7.32TMll Patch
E r:t

TM2I

GND

Patch

Fig. 6.5 Geometry of a stacked microstrip antenna with diferent dielectric constants for each

layer

" ,:1.65
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In case of using an identical material for all three modes, the order of layers from

the top to the bottom must be as TM11, TMzr and TMoz, respectively, in order to reduce

the blocking effect. Therefore, we have to find the locations of field-null between the

TMoz mode patch and the ground plane and pass the feeds of the other top patches,

through these shorting posts. The first root of the first kind Bessel function of order zero

happens at 2.405 (the other roots will be outside the patch and are not of interest). Using

equation 2.8 and T able 2.1:

3.ßn P =2.405 :+ p = 0.6277arrz, (6.3)
aruoz

So, the electric field is zero on a cylindrical wall inside the TMoz cavity with radius of

0.6277arror. ln the simulation, this value is changed to 0.7laruor.

Since the TMoz patch is the largest and in the bottom, it can be probe fed directly from

bellow at its center, where the field is strong. For the remaining two modes, i. e. TM11

and TM2¡ modes, their respective feed cables can be passed through the TMoz patch at a

radius of O.7larroz, where the field is zero. Figure 6.6 shows these two feed cables on

opposite sides of the patch axis. Above the TMoz patch these cables feed two stripline

feeds. The right side cable feeds the TMzr mode, and its stripline S¡ is terminated where

this mode has 50O impedance, and is connected to the patch through a via. The left side

cable is connected to another feed cable, at the centre of the TMzr patch, through a

second stripline Sz. This second cable and the stripline Sr feed the upper TMrr mode

patch. This conf,rguration is sirqilar to the center-feeding technique in 122-231. The

stripline Sr connects the central feeding cable to the 50O feed point of the TM1¡ patch, as

shown in Fig. 6.6. The latter central feed cable is approximated by a central via, to
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connect 52 to 51, and shorting peripheral vias. In this manner all three patches are fed

appropriately by their respective signals, with minimum interactions.

TMII:P*teh
.,., ,... l, l' 

,

T1VI2tr Fâte,h.

TM02 Patch -;;-'t=

Strþlines

Groundcd
$trip(Sg)

fIl f02 fzt

Fig. 6.6 The side view geometry of three stacked patches operating in TM¡¡, TMzt and. TMoz
modes, Línewidths S¡:l.5mm, S2:2.5mm, Sj:l.3mm, Sg:2mm

The three dimension view of the antenna with the above feeding structure is

shown in Fig 6.7. The width of transmission line Sz is made narrower near the central

shorted vias, in order to puss tlrough these grounded vias at the center and connect to the

central feeding cable. As can be seen, this method increases the number of layers,

increasing the antenna cost in terms of fabrication. Its simulated performance was

discussed in chapter 5.
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Fig. 6.7 The geometry of stacked patches operating at TM¡ ¡, TM21 and TMs2 modes over artnile

ground plane

arM, = 5.588mm, arMzt =9.4mm, aruoz =13.07mm, agrornd :t6mm

P7" :l"4mm' þT" =o

pl"' =5.83mm, þT" :0
PYo' :omm' þT" :o

h, = h, =I5mm, h, =3mm, €, =2'32

6.4 Summary

This chapter has covered the probe feeding methods for multilayer circular

microstrip antennas, operating ut fundurn"ntat and two next higher order modes,

discussed in chapters 3 and 5. The idea is based on placing a shorting post at the location

of f,reld-nulls between the patch and ground plane, where it does not perturb the fields

inside the cavity. Then, a probe is passed through the post, along with a section of

transmission line, to connect the extended probe to the 50O feed point of the patch. The

disadvantage of this method, especially when the n = 0 mode exists, is that additional

layers should be assigned for placing the transmission lines, which increase the antenna

fabrication cost.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This thesis provided a thorough study of the phase centre location and

polarization of stacked circular microstrip patch antennas, excited in multiple modes. A

single disk antenna operating at its fundamental mode, which generates a broadside

radiation pattem, has a phase centie at its origin, but adding the higher order modes may

change its phase centre. In such a case, it was shown how one can find the phase centre of

the antenna by simply displacing the antenna and investigating the antenna far field phase

distributions. Three different stacked antennas were studíed, both analytically using a

cavity model and numerically baséd on Method of Moment.

The first antenna was operating at the TMrr and TMzr modes, when both patches

were fed along x-direction, or when the feeds were 45 degrees apart. The phase centre of

this antenna depended on the excitation amplitude and phase of each mode. It was shown

that, if the phase difference betlíeen these two modes was 90o, the phase centre of the

antenna was located at its center. In addition, it is possible to have a broadside radiation

pattern, but move the phase centre away from the origin, introducing the virnral antenna

concept. The crosspolarization of this antenna was increasing, when the excitation of the

second higher order mode was increased. Moreover, there was a global phase centre

location, when the copolar radiation pattern was considered for amplitude ratios less than

unity.
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The second antenna was a two-layer circular patch operating at the TM11 and

TMoz modes. By exciting the two patches with a quadrature phase shift of 90o, the far

field phase pattern was constant over the main beam, implying the phase centre being at

the origin. The crosspolarization level was also increased with higher mode amplitude

ratios. This antenna had a global phase centre location for amplitude ratios less than 0.45.

The third antenna was a three-layer circular microstrip patch antenna, when the

lower patch operated at the TMoz mode, which has a circularly symmetrical pattem with a

null at the broadside, the middle patch generated at the TMzr mode, which has a

boresight-nulled radiation pattern, and the upper patch radiated the TMrr mode, which

has a broadside radiation paffern. It was shown that, the TMoz mode provides an option to

minimize the crosspolarization level over the boresight angle, while the phase centre

location remains unchanged. This feature needs an adjustment on the excitation

amplitudes of all three modes. Moreover, by adding the TMs2 mode to the TM11 and

TM21 modes, the phase centre moved further away from that of the antenna operating at

TMrr and TMzr modes.

The phase centre of this antenna could be controlled by the excitation amplitude

and phase of each mode. Due to the fact that, the TMoz mode has the strongest field at its

center, it prevented a central-feeding method described in 122-231. So, a novel probe

feeding structure was introduced for such an antenna based on finding the electric field

nulls of the TMoz mode, which is on a cylindrical wall inside the TMoz mode cavity, at a

finite radius from its center.
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7.2 Future work

A few future research topics arising from controlling the phase centre and

polarization of an antenna are listed below that need to be sfudied.

antennas operating at higher order modes.

other that n:2.

reflectarrays, instead of using conventional methods like stubs or patches of

variable size, rotating the elements to perform the phase shifts.

TM¡, TM2¡ and TMoz modes, by using different substrates for each layer in such

a way that the TMoz *o:" can be etched on the top layer with a minimum

blockage effect.

using a single layer sfructure.
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